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THE 1980'S: DECADE OF DESTINY

WHY IS AMERICA IMPORTANT
(1) The United States, for the first
time, may well lose her freedom and
liberties in the 1980's. Capitulation to the
Soviet Union is a very definite possibility
(2) The monogamous family — one
man for one woman for one lifetime —
may become extinct during the Decade
of Destiny.
(3) There is an absolute vacuum of
leadership today. The young men and
women who would normally assume the
leadership of this nation in the 1980's
have grown up in the midst of humanism,
socialism and moral permissiveness.
Where are our future leaders?
Why do I believe America may lose
her freedoms in the 1980's? We are no
longer the most powerful nation on
earth. We find ourselves negotiating with
the Russians and the Chinese from a
position of weakness. SALT II, like
SALT I, is leading us into a position of
inferiority militarily. I don't know if we
can reverse that trend. We are spending
less money on defense than the Soviet
Union spends. We have a "will" crisis in
this country. We are not committed to
victory. We are not committed to
greatness. We have lost the will to stay
strong. We have lost every war since
1945.
Because of the overwhelming conventional and nuclear strength of the
Soviet Union, it is now possible that the
Soviet government could demand
capitulation by this country by the early
1980's. They could do this on the basis
that we are unable to respond to a
nuclear attack. Unwillingness to pay the
price of a nuclear conflict could well
force our leadership into lowering our
flag and surrendering the American people to the will of the Communist party in
Russia. There has never been a time in
The Decade of Destiny.
our history when such a condition exAmerica is entering the 1980's, a
isted.
period when we face the critical last
Why do I believe the family could
days.
become extinct in the 1980's? The
Never before have Americans been
divorce rate is now approaching 40
attacked in the home, public schools, the
percent. The feminist movement is a
media, national defense.
vicious assault on the monogamous
Christian home and family. This
Never before have Americans been
movement is headed up by women who
faced with a startling lack of leadership
are failures in marriage and in life — for
as they are today.
the main part. Now, the children's rights
Never before has the ministry of the
movement has entered the arena. The
Old-Time Gospel Hour, the Thomas
same people who have fought the battle
Road Baptist Church and the Liberty
for the feminist movement are now
Baptist College and Schools been faced
excercising their muscles in the
with the critical days of survival.
children'srightsmovement.
Christians do not believe in equal
Christians must be concerned with
rights for women. Christians believe in
national repentance; a national fasting
superior rights for women. Christians
and prayer for the survival of the family;
honor
their women. It is only in Moslem
and a national day of jubilee where God
and heathen countries that women are
will restore the United States to leaderdegraded. We do not want our women
ship in the world.
fighting on the battlefield. That is one
Will the ministry of Dr. Jerry Falwell reason that we oppose the Equal Rights
continue to grow and lead Christians dur- Amendment.
ing the Decade of Destiny?
The Children's Rights movement is
Christians hold the answer as Dr.
not designed to protect children from
Falwell leads the way into the 1980's with abuse. It is designed to wrest
determination to fulfill God's Will.
ownership of children from the parents

By JERRY FALWELL
Never before have the American
people faced a Decade of Destiny as we
are now facing in less than 90 days.
When January 1, 1980 arrives, for the
first time in our illustrious national
history, we will find ourselves entering
the most crucial period we have known.
Why do I say the 1980's will be a
Decade of Destiny? Why am I saying that
this is the most crucial decade America
has faced?
The 1860's were very difficult times in
this young nation. However, regardless
of who had won the War Between The
States, the republic would have survived.
I am convinced that this is so. The
decade in which we fought World War I
was a very trying one. However, it is
doubtful that any American ever
questioned the outcome. The 1930's were
a time of economic disaster for our
nation. Millions suffered. But again —
the future of the republic was not in
question.
As a young lad, I well remember
World War II and the 1940's. The world
has never passed through a bloodier
time. But even then, none of us ever
doubted that we would win.
As we face the 1980's, the very
survival of this nation and everything
that we hold near and dear is at stake.
There are three reasons why I believe,
this is the most critical decade America
has known:
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Dr. Jerry Falwell

and give that ownership position to the
government. That is pagan and wrong.
That is why we should fight vigorously
the International Year of the Child.
Beside these awesome pressures, the
family is being assaulted by the
homosexual and bisexual revolution. We
are fast being brainwashed into accepting perversion as an alternate
lifestyle.
The Hollywood movie industry and
the television industry are now featuring
divorce, homosexuality and moral
permissiveness as "the American way."
Can the family survive these pressures?

the Bible is just another book of
literature. They have been taught there
are no absolutes in our world today.
They have been introduced to the drug
culture. They have been raised by the
family and by the school in a society that
is totally void of discipline and character
building.
These same young people have been
reared under the influence of a government that has taught them socialism and
welfarism. They have been taught to
believe that the world owes them a living
— whether they work for that living or
not.

Why do I say there is a vacuum of
leadership? The young people between
the ages of 20 and 30 have been born and
raised in a different world than other
Americans of years past. The TV set has
been their primary baby sitter. From the
TV set they have learned situation ethics
and immorality. They have learned a loss
of respect for human life. They have
learned to disrespect the family as God
has established it.
They have been educated in a public
school system which is permeated with
humanism. They have been taught that

AMERICA IS IN TROUBLE
For that reason, I believe that we
need, as never before, to dedicate these
next 90 days to prayer and fasting.
America can be saved. Our plight is not
hopeless.
"Nothing is too hard for the Lord."
II Chronicles 7:14 is still a promise
from God, "If my people, which are
called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face,
and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land."

dlfitefei]
Vacuum Of Leadership
By HARRY COVERT
There is an absolute vacuum of
leadership in America. This is the
future for America in the 1980s. But,
there is something Christians can do.
The vast majority of young people
who grew up in the 1960s and 1970s
have been actually brainwashed by
educators, sociologists and media
opinion makers.
The public education system has
been destroyed as a positive part of
American life by the intrusion of liberal
thinking, teaching and a lack of concern of the basic family unit.
Dr. Jerry Falwell, pastor of Thomas
Road Baptist Church and chancellor of
Liberty Baptist College and Schools,
said young people of modern America
"have been raised up under the
philosophy of the welfare state.
Socialism is more popular with them
than capitalism and free enterprise is in
serious danger of collapse."
America was built on solid principles of aggressive men and women
working and developing their local
communities, their state governments
and sending quality leaders to the
national offices. How times change
when people don't care, he said.
"These same young people have
been taught permissiveness by the
number one babysitter of the 1970s —
television. Public schools have taught
the young people humanism and we are
fast becoming an atheistic society. There
are very few pioneers among the youth of
today," Dr. Falwell said.
The philosophy of something for

nothing has invaded American society
and this is in opposition to the teachings
of the Christian ethic, the Bible and
foundations of the United States.
Where are the leaders who will lead
us out of this divisive decade of 1970
into a period of growth, return to family

living and Godly daily living?
"Apart from a Divine intervention, I
don't see a leadership among young
people," Dr. Falwell said. "I keep
asking the question what is the hope for
America? Will we survive as a nation
during the 1980s? Is the family — as we
know — destined for extinction? Is
there no hope of training a generation
of young people who can turn this
nation around?"
Falwell's ministry is serving as a
focal point for manv Christians concerned for the future leadership of
America.
"Nothing is too hard for the Lord,"
he said. "I do believe that God has a
plan for this nation and I do not believe
that God is finished with us yet but
Christian Americans must — and I keep
repeating this — Christian Americans
must return to Godly living. Godly
teaching and Godly leadership."
Liberty Baptist College and Schools
is one of the fastest growing
educational systems in America today.
"We are not alone in this growth
because we want to be a part of the
growth of other Christian school
systems in America to teach our young
people how to lead this nation as
Christian parents, professional men and
women, Christian mechanics, Christian
politicians and Christians for all walks
of life,"he said.
In 1979, there are more than 15,000
private Christian schools educating
young boys and girls from kindergarten
through high school. In one decade
alone, the growth of private Christian

schools has been faster than any other
educational system in the nation and by
1990, Christian schools will outnumber
the public school system.
"This is where the leadership of
America will arise from," Dr. Falwell
said. "We must strive and it is costly to
provide quality education for our sons
and daughters."
At Liberty Baptist College and
Schools we are facing the high cost of
construction, inflation and lack of
funds.
"We are attempting to erect
buildings on Liberty Mountain fast
enough to keep up with the
phenomenal growth of our schools,"
Dr. Falwell said. "The only hope we
have for turning this country around is
to train the leadership."
At Liberty Baptist College and
Schools, officials have declared a
moratorium of 18 months on new
construction on the miracle of Liberty
Mountain. "We have been building for
the past 21/] years and all of the funds
have come directly from the weekly
contributions," Dr. Falwell said. "We
have been unable to find satisfactory
bank or institutional financing."
The backbone of the Liberty Baptist
College and Schools is the friends and
supporters of the Old-Time Gospel
Hour television and radio network.
"Because of the recession, our contributions have not increased this year
as in past years and it is simply a matter
that we cannot continue to build on
Liberty Mountain. Costs are increasing
at an unbelievable rate."

A CHAMPION FOR JESUS CHRIST

DeMoss Called 'Home', Priority In Heaven
By IERRY FALWELL
Saturday evening, .Sept. 1, 1979, I
was in attendance at the opening game of
the Liberty Baptist College Flames
football team when an emergency call
was relayed to me from the family of
Arthur DeMoss. I was shocked to hear
that my dear friend and brother in Christ,
Art DeMoss, had, without the slightest
warning, gone to be with the Lord. With
deep emotion, I stopped and thanked
God for this great man who has had a
profound influence for Jesus Christ upon
our generation.
My own grief was deeply felt as I
thought of the loss of one of my closest,
most loyal friends on this earth, a man
with whom I kept in close contact, and to
whom I looked with great respect and
confidence. I knew that the death of
Arthur DeMoss was a great loss to, not
only the business world, but to the
Thomas Road Baptist Church and to lay
evangelism.
Those who knew Arthur DeMoss
personally or were acquainted with him
through insurance coverage, know he
was founder and president of National

Liberty Corporation, a multi-million
dollar insurance firm. Without question.
Art DeMoss was a genius, an exceptionally talented man. But the
priority of his life was not making
monetary gain; it was advancing the
cause of Jesus Christ in his generation.
He was a wise man, one who understood
the will of the Lord for his life and was
totally committed to doing God's will at
any cost. God entrusted him with
abundant material wealth which Art
DeMoss used to the glory of God. His
greatest wealth, however, was the
blessing of God upon his life. 'The
blessing of the LORD, it maketh rich"
(Proverbs 10:22).
Art DeMoss was a dear friend to the
Thomas Road Baptist Church and to the
Liberty Baptist Schools. He was on the
Board of Directors of the Old-Time
Gospel Hour and was frequently in
Lynchburg.
Art DeMoss was a devoted father and
husband, one who continually
challenged, not only himself, but each of
his family members to mental and
spiritual growth. Art DeMoss has left on
this earth a godly wife who feels after

almost 22 years of marriage to him that
she is "the most uniquely blessed woman
in the world."
He leaves behind seven wonderful
children, ages 8 to 21, all of whom know
Christ in a very personal way. It is little
wonder that the DeMoss children are all
born-again Christians and eager witnesses for Jesus Christ. Some of their
earliest memories are of people accepting Jesus Christ as their personal
Lord and Saviour in the DeMoss home.
They saw the Gospel in action in
changed lives and homes put back
together as a result of their family's
witness. These children are now
following in the footsteps of their loving
father.

Art and Nancy DeMoss have always
made their home a haven of Christian
love. One of the many ways they shared
their faith in Jesus Christ was through
monthly evangelistic dinners given for
unsaved business and professional men
and women. At these dinners easily
identifiable public figures gave their
personal testimony of faith in Jesus
Christ. Hundreds of people have made
salvation decisions in the DeMoss home,
where it was not uncommon to see 400

people gathered for dinner. They were
followed-up by the DeMoss' who hosted
several Bible studies for new Christians.
On Sept. 10, 1979,1 participated in a
memorial service for Arthur DeMoss.
Overflow crowds gathered to pay tribute
to his memory. It was a moving sight
when those who had been won to the
Lord through the witness of Art DeMoss
were asked to stand; a large majority of
those assembled stood with tears in their
eyes.
In His sovereignty, God chose to call
Arthur DeMoss home to glory after a 53year journey on this earth. We rest in the
assurance that God makes no mistakes
and that His timing is perfect. We will
miss Art DeMoss greatly and will look
forward to the time when we will be
reunited in heaven.
If My People, Which Are Called By
My Name, Shall Humble Thenuelves,
And Pray, And Seek My Face, And Turn
From Their Wicked Wayat Then Will I
Hear From Heaven, And Will Forgive
Their Sin, And Will Heal Their Land.
II Chronicles 7(14
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WE MUST
REACH
THE WORLD

Has Taken Its Toll
The future of America is in the
hands of our young people, who are
being trained and have been educated
with excellence "in our school system,"
Falwell said. "But, what shall we do?"
Falwell's vision for the future of
America is guided by the direction
from the support of God's people in the
nation.
"I must ask our faithful friends and
supporters across the nation, shall we
stop building and begin to restrict our
enrollment? At this point we are forced
to make that decision."
For the 1979-80 school year, LBC
did not halt enrollment and have admitted a record number of 2,530 in
Liberty Baptist College, 189 at Liberty
Baptist Seminary, 1,200 at Lynchburg
Christian Academy, 200 at Liberty Bible Institute, and 8,940 in the Liberty
Home Bible Institute.
"We completed a number of
buildings during the spring and summer
of this year so that we would not be
forced to restrict enrollment," Falwell
said. "All the necessary funds did not
come in from the contributors to enable
us to pay for those buildings which are
now occupied by new students."
Shall we eliminate the Old-Time
Gospel Hour television and radio
ministry from many parts of the United
States?
"With our nation in a crisis, we
actually need to increase our efforts to
give," he said. "We must commit
ourselves to sacrificial giving. We must
ask God for a miracle as we enter the
Decade of Destiny."

Falwell is asking, after much prayer
and fasting, for God's people across the
land for a $6'/i million miracle. Can it
be done?
"I believe God can do it and will do
it," Dr. Falwell said. "But, we will need
an effort that surpasses anything we
have ever accomplished before. All of
the odds are against us — inflation and
recession. But, we serve a great God."
Why do we need $6'/i million?
Liberty Baptist College must
complete five additional dormitories at
a cost of $400,000 each in order to
guarantee that we will not restrict
enrollment next year. Each dormitory
houses 160 students.
"I am compelled to report that two
board members of the Old-Time
Gospel Hour loaned the college $2'/i
million to complete buildings this past
year on Liberty Mountain. This permitted us to have more than 4,000
young people to attend classes at'the
four Liberty Baptist Schools," Falwell
said.
The pastor-chancellor continued:
"Because of the recession and the
fact the contributions did not increase
as in past years, we still need $2 million
to finish the gym and chapel extension,
a classroom building, and four dorms
now over half completed.
Dr. Falwell was quite lucid in his
appeal.
"We will enter the 1980s with all
accounts current and Liberty Baptist
Schools keeping every qualified student
who enrolls if we receive $6'/i million

above our operating needs for the
ministry. It must be done this way. If we
have the Miracle from God, we will not
be forced to eliminate a single television or radio program from the OldTime Gospel Hour network."
the OTGH network is the Christcentered network which is reaching the
world for lost souls and that is the
ultimate goal of this ministry. "If we
ever needed to be crying out against the
sin of our nation and calling this people
to repentance, the time is now and we
must never stop the preaching and
teaching of God's word."
Falwell has called the entire staff of
his ministry, his friends across the
United States and Canada to believe
God for the $6'/i million miracle during
October.
"I am asking Christians to be one of
the one million people who will be
fasting and praying with us on Oct. 14
and I am asking our friends to make
their largest single gift to this ministry
during this month."
The question is simple.
"Is our nation worth saving?" he
asked.
'The only thing that can save this
nation is a spiritual awakening," Dr.
Falwell said, "and through the teaching
and preaching of God's Word through
the Old-Time Gospel Hour, and the
training of young champions for Christ
in Liberty Baptist Schools, we believe
God will miraculously turn around the
nation we love — the United States.
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Jesus died upon the Cross that
all men in all nations might be
saved. We must increase our
efforts in sending out and
supporting
missionaries
worldwide. Liberty Baptist Schools
in Lynchburg, Va., are committed
to sending missionaries and church
planters all over the globe during
the Decade of Destiny.
We have hundreds of young
people in our schools now who
have already surrendered their
lives to go to the foreign mission
field. As long as America is
sending the Gospel to the world,
America is important to God.
Every Bible-believing Christian
movement in America must
intensify its efforts to get the
Gospel out to the world.
If we will do this, God will
protect our nation and prevent
disaster in this republic.

50,000

DURING THIS
CENTURY
Liberty Baptist College opened
its doors for the first time nine
years ago. The four Liberty Baptist
Schools have an enrollment of fulltime students exceeding 4,000 in
number at this date. Our faith goal
is to reach an enrollment of 50,000
students in this century.
If we can reach and train
hundreds of thousands of young
champions for Christ between now
and the year 2000, if Christ has not
returned, we can effectively
mobilize the troops — the
Christian soldiers — to provide the
necessary .leadership America
must have in the years that lie
ahead.

AMERICA CAN
BE SAVED
I am convinced that we must
train the preachers, missionaries,
and evangelists for the decade
ahead of us. That's why the Liberty
Baptist Schools are in existence.
That's why we are building millions
of dollars worth of edifices on
those 3,500 acres of land called
Liberty Mountain —rightnow.
We must also train the business
men and women who will head up
the business community in the days
ahead of us. The free enterprise
system must be preserved. That's
why we have a very large business
major in Liberty Baptist College.
We must train the political
leaders for the era ahead of us.
That's why we teach political
science at Liberty Baptist College.
We want to train the next
generation
of
senators,
congressmen, governors, and state
legislators. Perhaps God may
allow us to train a future president
for this country. Nothing is too
hard for the Lord.
That is why we have a major in
television, radio, and film. We
must get godly persons into the
major television and radio network
leadership positions. Presently,
these networks are so biased
against God, the Christian
community, and free enterprise.
We must reverse that situation.
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Christians Must Be Committed To Evangelizing
II Chronicles 7:14 begins with
the words, "If my people." The
obligation for bringing revival to
America rests on the shoulders of
the saints in America. We must
fast and pray for revival. That is
why we have established Oct. 14 as
a National Day of Fasting and
Prayer. God will hear us if we
prayThe local church is God's
agency for world evangelization.
According to Dr. Donald
Howard, president of Accelerated
Christian Education, there are

approximately 108,000 Biblebelieving and evangelistic
churches in America today. Every
one of these churches and pastors
must begin crying out against sin.
If we do not, a generation of boys
and girls will grow up in America
who do not know right from
wrong.
Before there can be revival in
America, there must be Holy Spirit
conviction because of sin. There
can be no conviction of sin unless
the Christian leaders tell the nation
what sin really is. That is why we

must preach and cry out aginst the
evils of our day.
Local' churches need to be
more committed to the cause of
evangelization. We are helping
churches all over America, and the
world for that matter, to dedicate
themselves to soul-winning
activity. We must capture our
cities for Christ.
Thomas Road Baptist Church
in Lynchburg, Va., is more
dedicated than ever to reaching
every citizen of the city of
Lynchburg with the Gospel of

What's More Natural Than Fruit?
T h e r e ' s n o t h i n g m o r e natural t h a n fruit!
B u t t h e r e is F I G G E T T S . a n a t u r a l l a x a t i v e as p l e a s a n t t o eat as fruit b e c a u s e it is f r u i t .

Jesus Christ. We are not trying to
get every citizen into the
membership of Thomas Road
Baptist Church. We are trying to
get every resident into the family
of God by faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Every local church needs to
make a fresh commitment to the
cause of personal and corporate
evangelism. We must win our
cities for Christ. We must give the
Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ to
our states. We must reach the
nation and the world.
We want to plant 5,000
churches. During the Decade of
Destiny, the 1980's, we have set a
faith goal of planting 5,000 new
Bible-believing and soul-winning
churches in North America.
During this 10-year period, we
are attempting to train and send
out the young pastors who can
accomplish this feat. And each

local church is to establish
immediately a Christian day
school. This is the hope for
America. There are many other
great Bible-believing Christian
colleges that are doing the same
work we are attempting to do.
Together, we must evangelize
America through the local New
Testament church. The more
people we win to Jesus Christ, the
more interest God has in America.
The more believers there are in
America, the more protection we
may expect from God.
Remember, we are the salt of
the earth. Salt is a preservative.
Salt prevents spoilage. God has
built a hedge around America
because of the number of saints
who live here. We must win more
people to Jesus. Every soul we lead
to Christ makes America more
important to God.

J u s t as e a t i n g c a n d y , y o u m a y e a t t h e s e c h e w a b l e a n d n u t r i t i o u s fruit n u g g e t s a n d r e c e i v e
c o m f o r t a b l e relief f r o m c o n s t i p a t i o n .
WELL KNOWN FORMULA
You may recognize the list of ingredients when you see the
package; in (act, you or your
mother or grandmother may have
made this old recipe at home.
Many folks have told us so all over
America. It is believed that the formula originated with a Midwestern
physician years ago. When we
tried it in our clinic and found out
how pleased the patients were, we
knew that Figgetts must be
available to everyone.

MADE WITH REAL FRUIT
It is by no accident that figs and
raisins were chosen for this product. Why figs and raisins? Figs
and raisins taste good and provide
excellent bulk that Is so necessary
today. All of the other ingredients
in Figgetts were carefully chosen
also so as to make the formula effective, but yet natural. No more
will you have to tolerate harsh, bad
tasting pills, powders, and liquids.
You will actually enjoy the good
taste and pleasant results of this
fig and raisin nugget.

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
Travelers, expectant mothers, and
children are perfectly at ease about taking Figgetts. They can use them without
the usual discomfort accompanying a
laxative. Packaged In airtight foil inner
packets, these fruit nuggets are ideal for
travel and to keep on hand in pocket or
handbag.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We are convinced that you will be
satisfied with Figgetts and will order
again. But if for any reason you are not
satisfied, you may simply return the
unused portion for full refund.

Order Figgetts from:

TAKE Y O U R PICK . . .
of three great values. Depending on your
usage oi laxatives you may order: a 3VJ
ounce package containing eight normal
doses for only $2.49; a 7 ounce package
containing sixteen normal doses for $4.29; or a bulk pack
containing 36 normal doses for only $7.49. All sizes come
postpaid anywhere in the USA. Order today.
AixiiiiiMf Alsti In Muni- l.tnal Health Food Shires

South Atlantic Packing Co.
Box 4929 - 9 1 0 Cashua Dr
Florence. S C 29502
Name

_3'/2 oz Boxes
@ $2 4 9 ea
_7 02. Boxes
& $4 29 ea.
Bulk Packs
@ $7 4 9 e a

_

Address.
City

. State .

-Zip

WE MUST TRAIN CITIZENS
Recently, I have become
convinced that we must teach the
50 million persons in America who
profess a new birth experience the
importance of assuming a role as
good citizens in America. We
cannot turn America around
unless we elect good leaders and
eliminate, at the ballot box, bad
leaders. If God blesses a nation
because of her stand on morality,
we must elect men and women to
high positions of leadership who
believe and practice Bible
morality.
A good Christian must be a
good citizen. Just as good
Christians need to run for public
office, all Christians need to
exercise the right of citizenship
which each of us possesses — that

AN INSIGHTFUL NEW BOOK ON BASIC ISSUES IN OUR LIVES!

is of voting every time possible.
Every preacher and Sunday
school teacher needs to carefully
explain to our constituencies what
Bible morality is all about. We
need to magnify freedom and
liberty. We need to expose the
men and women in leadership who
are opposed to these Biblical
positions. We must take our stand
and do it now. America can be
saved. But the hour is late.
If My People, Which Are
Called By My Name, Shall Humble
Themselves, And Pray, And Seek
My Face, And Turn From Their
Wicked Ways; Then Will I Hear
From Heaven, And Will Forgive
Their Sin, And Will Heal Their
Land.
II Chronicles 7:14
learn

SSffffi* JOYS and SORROWS
Interviews by Roger Elwood

They express their frank beliefs on abortion, homosexuality and other issues of
our times. Some tell how they have helped
their families find the Christian w a y others how they have faced the death of a
loved one, reared a retarded child, coped
with drugs, and met other joys and sorrows" with God's help.

MACEL FALWELLS INTERVIEW is one of the
highlights of Uus exceptional book It is the first time
Mrs. Idlweli has appeared in print in a hardcover
oook Her inspiring thoughts accompany those of
otiiei leading Christian women:
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Vour cash inveetment of 16.996
includea ell expense peid seminara in a I
major United Slates city end training
overeeea or Hawaii, plus inventory
and supplies. Applicants will be
interviewed individually. Pert-time end
full time people needed.

Beverly LaHaye
SEND FOR FREE F A C T S
c o n c e r n i n g this
outatanding
and exciting o p p o r t u n i t y .

Gloria Caither
...and many more.
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Chaige tu my Mastei Charge No
Ship to
Name

City. Stale. Zip

Christian individual* needed lor nut
growing travel industry. Wa ara
sxpanding thla multi-million dollar
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how you can qualify to traval fraa andf
aarn good monoy. Traval to Hawaii,
Europe, Orient, Caribbean and around
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work great.

BI2I Hamilton Avenue. Cincinnati. Ohio 45231

Charge to my Visa Cat (J No
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Anita Bryant
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Christian Mothers

Thirty-four well-known, well-loved
women of America speak out on the
Christian faith that has seen them through
life's greatest triumphs and tragedies. In
revealing talks with Roger Elwood. a
penetrating interviewer, these women
give their views of the happiness and
heartaches of marriage and motherhood.

how

Wend Tours. Inc.
2ia
P. O. Box 4 8 3 8
Chattanooga. TN 37406
I Please send information describing the
' opportunities in the travel business

I
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"THE POWER OF PRAYER"
THE FAMOUS SCULPTURE OF WASHINGTON AT VALLEY FORGE
WHICH HAS INSPIRED MILLIONS OF AMERICANS
NOW A VAILABLE AS A DETAILED ' MINIATURE'' SCULPTURE
MADE OF SOLID PEWTER FINISHED WITH .999 FINE SILVER
It's an exact, scaled down replica of the nine
foot high masterpiece — authorized by the
Freedoms Foundation. One of the most historic
"collector'' issues ever offered — a lasting
treasure that will enrich your home or office
and be enjoyed by your family for generations.
.For over 200 years, we have been celebrating the anniversary of July 4 , 1776 just as our forefathers did. On America's
birthday, we shoot off cannons and fireworks, ring church
bells, watch parades, wave flags, and have a "grand ole
t i m e . " Yet, our nation was actually born with aprayer.
According to many of our more scholarly historians,
America was truly born in the winter of 1777-1778 at the
moment when General Washington made his dramatic decision not to surrender — as he rose from kneeling at prayer in
the snow at Valley Forge.
As pointed out by Washington's first biographer, the
Reverend Parson Weems, throughout his life, George Washington was a deeply religious man. So, in that merciless
frigid winter, when the valiant struggle for independence
seemed all but lost, it was only natural that Washington
looked to God for divine guidance. According to Weems,
this tall,proud Southern gentleman from Virginia went alone
into the forest, fell to one knee, and prayed fervently.
Consider the misery and despair that surrounded Washington at that awesome moment. Troops in tatters. Soldiers
deserting. Bitter cold. No supplies. No finances. Colonies in
dissent. Congress tn turmoil — and talk of surrender everywhere.
This great American had a fateful decision to make; he
knew that without the help of die Almighty, he could not
carry on. The destiny of a nation would be determined in the
power of that one prayer! Strengthened by divine guidance,
he chose to return to the field with renewed hope, and lead his
bedraggled army to victorious battle in the cause of Freedom.
Today, over 200 years later, millions of free Americans
visit Valley Forge National Park every year. Standing in the
Medal of Honor Grove, at the headquarters of the Freedoms
Foundation at Valley Forge, they see the famous nine foot
tall bronze sculpture of Washington kneeling, head bowed,
eyes closed, and hands locked, depicting that singular sacred
moment of his prayer which led to his historic decision to
fight on. This majestic statue is called "The Power of
Prayer."
You can now acquire an accurate, reduced scale replica of
this magnificent bronze statue authorized by the Freedoms
Foundation as their Official Commemorative. Part of the
proceeds from the sale of these Commemoratives is being
used by this non-profit organization to provide scholarships
and other education programs. Another portion of the proceeds is being passed along to the Liberty Baptist College to
assist the Reverend Jerry Palwell in his plans for the construction of the new multi-million dollar library facility on
Liberty Mountain scheduled to open in the spring of 1980.
These miniatures of ' 'The Power of Prayer ' are being
issued in Limited and Registered Editions. Regardless of
where you display one of these strikingly handsome figures
— whether at home or in an office — it will dramatically
enhance any room setting. It will become a focal point of
attention and interest, start conversations, and bring history
to life — and will remind all who see it of the significance and
the power of Washington's prayer. These sculptures also
make very impressive gifts and are especially well-received
by anyone who believes in the "Power of Prayer."
These dramatic figures are being cast both in Solid Fine
Pewter and Cold Cast Bronze. The Limited Edition version is
finished with .999 Fine Silver and is restricted to just 2,500

Shown on
optional
Bookend
Base

pieces. Each figure stands AW high and can be purchased
with an optional Museum Display Base made of Solid
Mahogany. Or, if you wish to use these figures in a more
practical, functional way, you can obtain specially-designed
Bookend Bases, also made of Solid Mahogany, and enjoy a
saving when you purchase a pair.
When the issuance of these limited Commemoratives is
completed, all molds, tools, and dies will be destroyed, and
none of diese officially authorized "Power of Prayer"
figures will ever be made again. Each sculpture is, therefore,
destined to become a prized "Collectible" — a prudent
investment — an artwork that can be enjoyed for generations. In fact, this rephca will be the most moving and
dramatic work of art you will ever own, because it captures,
in every way, the emotion of the original. Every detail has
been reproduced in miniature — the furrow on Washington's
troubled brow, the deep concentration on his powerful face,
and the knuckles stretched and tense on his tightly clasped
hands. Every miniature magnificently exhibits the full
humility of our Nation's great leader. His passionate love for
his Country. And his unwavering Faith in God.
The renowned artist, Donald DeLue, sculptor of the giant
nine foot bronze figure, supervised the creation of the miniature replica, so that the mood and drama of his Valley Forge
original is captured precisely.
The original is a powerful, majestic, inspirational artwork,
superbly expressing Washington's enduring patriotism and
faith . . . and his complete trust in his Maker. The replicas
convey the same spirit, strength, and reverence.
ffTfc

Shown here
reduced
Actual size
of sculpture
4Whigh
On optional
Museum Display
Base 6W High

Famous 9 foot tall statue of Washington in the Congressional
Medal of Honor Grove at the Freedoms Foundation at Valley
Forge.

I

The Collectors Society is a private, non-governmental
organization, founded by a group of dedicated collectors, art
lovers, and historians. It has received a number of important
awards for excellence and, in addition to the Freedoms
Foundation at Valley Forge, it has been commissioned by
numerous other non-profit organizations to create, and offer
for sale, their Official Commemoratives, including offers
sponsored or endorsed by the Winston Churchill Foundation,
the Old North Church Museum in Boston, the United States
Capitol Historical Society, and the John F. Kennedy Library
Fund.
The Society fully and unconditionally guarantees the
quality and workmanship of each sculpture. You are invited
to examine your sculpture in your home or office for a period
of thirty days. If you are dissatisfied in any way, you can
return it for an exchange or for a full refund.
If you wish to subscribe to this offer and obtain one or
more of tiiese valuable sculptures to enrich your home or
office, or for gift-giving, just mail die coupon below. Or,
better still, just call us — toll free at 800-225-5252 — Uiis
will speed up die processing of your order. You may charge
your purchase using any one of your major credit cards.
Remember, die Limited Edition is restricted to just 2,500
pieces (an average of just fifty for each of America's fifty
states). Serial numbers are being assigned in die strict
sequence in which orders arrive, and many have already been
ordered by members of die Freedoms Foundation and odier
private collectors. Furthermore, Uiis issue of die Journal
Champion is being sent to over 2,400,000 readers who are
supporters of the Old-Time Gospel Hour. Therefore, toavoid
disappointment or needless delay and to obtain one or more
of these valuable collector items with the lowest possible
serial number before the Limited Edition is sold out, we
recommend Uiat you place your order immediately.

CALL TOLL FREE
800-225-5252
In Massachusetts, call Collect
749-1020

10 Heritage Square
Hingham, Mass. 02043
Please send me

of the ' 'Power of Prayer'' Sculptures and

accessories as indicated in boxes checked below
Name
(PteaiePnm)

Street
City-

Zip

State

Signature:

Donald DeLue, past President and a Fellow of the National
Sculpture Society, is the most widely acclaimed sculptor of
major memorials of our time. His best known works include
the stirring "Boy Scout Memorial Tribute" — next to the
White House in Washington, D.C.; " T h e Spirit of American
Youth" — at Omaha Beach, France; and "The Confederate
Memorial" — at Gettysburg.
Every replica sculpture is serially-numbered and they are
being distributed through die Limited Editions Collectors
Society of America. Each is issued with a Certificate of
Authenticity, bearing die signature of the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the Society and die official imprimatur
of die Freedoms Foundation at valley Forge.
It is the long-standing policy of die Collectors Society to
make all of its exclusive offerings directly to the public. Its
products are not distributed through retail stores, catalog
nouses, or mail marketing syndicates, who must add "mark
u p " to the items they purchase for resale. If you visit a local
art gallery, gift store, or department store and examine
pewter or cold cast bronze figures of die same size, you will
find they cost more — and dial most cost much more
dian
diese Official Commemorative ' 'Power of Prayer" figures.

J Check Enclosed

J Charge my Credit Card

Card Number

•

American
American
Express

i—i
l-J

Vlsa

REGISTERED EDITION
. Single
Cold
Cast

Pair

J • $75.00 • $140.00

Hi OII/C )

Solid )
Fine } • $95.00 • $175.00
Pewter 1

i—i Master
L i Charge

P' r e s

LIMITED EDITION (Limit 2500)
Single
Pair
Solid
Fine
Pewier.
wilh } • $125.00 • $225.00
Fine
Silver

ACCESSORIES:
Sing|e
Museum Display Base . . | ) $20.00
Bookend Base
• $30.00

I

Ex

Pair
• $37.50
• $55.00

D
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Telephone
Oiifci
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A Day of Repentance

I am asking millions of
believers across America to
designate Oct. 7 as a day of repentance. There is Old Testament
precedent for this. When the Jews
found themselves overrun by their
enemies, they repented nationally
in sackcloth and ashes. God always
took notice of such contrite cor-

BylERRYFALWELL
people."
1 am asking that we beg the
Lord to forgive us for our national
immorality. Let us call before the
Lord the sins which, in mv ooinion
have brought the judgment of
God upon us.
Our present energy crisis,
economic
recession, un-

porate action.
The Book of Judges tells the
story of many such experiences in
Israel's history. We serve the same
God as Israel served. If we will repent of our sins, God will have
mercy upon us. Proverbs 14:34
"Righteousness exalteth a nation,
but sin is a reproach to any

<
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controllable inflation, military inferiority, and general moral
decadence can be attributed to the
fact that we, as a nation, have gotten away from God. God is whipping us nationally. We must nationally repent.
On Oct 7, on the Old-Time
Gospel Hour program, I will
preach a message designed to call
America to repentance. Please ask

all your friends to join with me on
that day by way of television. I
would like to speak to the nation
on that day regarding the importance of immediate national
repentance. In a matter of weeks,
we will enter the 1980's, We cannot
enter the 80's in the same spiritual
stance as we have lived during the
70's. If we do, we will not survive
as a free nation.

October 14

REACH AND TEACH THE CHILDREN!!

t%

T I M I TESIEO FAVORITES
B A S E D O N TRUE S T O R I E S
E X C I T I N G TITLES

W O N D E R F U L FOR J U N I O R C H U R C H .
S U N D A Y SCHOOLS 5 D A Y CLUBS.
V B S O P E N AIR W O R K H O S P I T A L
V I S I T A T I O N BUS E V A N G E L I S M
OR IN THE H O M E | — ^ a — —
,
^ B j
B ^

Y O U R C H I L D R E N WILL W A N T TO HEAR THESE
STORIES O V E R A N D O V E R A G A I N "

:IL

A Day of Fasting
and Prayer

21 THRILLING HUMAN INTEREST STORIES TO REINFORCE AND ENHANCE YOUR BIBLE TEACHING III
COLORFUL I L L U S T R A T I O N S
F l A S H C A R O TVPE B O O K L E T S
. Each 8 ' j a 1 I inches

C H S T O R Y BRIMFUL OF E X C I T E M E N T A N D
SUSPENSEFUL S I T U A T I O N S Y O U R C H I L D R E N
WILL RELATE T O

EA

FULL I N S T R U C T I O N S FOR T E A C H E R S U S E '

ORDER BY TITLE

PRESENT THE GOSPEL T O B E G I N N E R S &
P R I M A R I E S IN A U N I Q U E GRIPPING M A N N E R 1
T E A C H S A L V A T I O N PRAYER S U B S T I T U T I O N ,
OBEDIENCE W I T N E S S I N G M I S S I O N A R Y
CHALLENGE E T C

BABY CHICK A N D ME
BARNEY S BARREL
BOBBY S L U N C H
CRIPPLED T O M
DONNA S MISSIONARY Of FIRING
F R A N N Y S NEST
GOLOIE S C H O I C E
HIS H A N D S
J I M M I t A N D THE A T H E I S T
J O A N N & RUTHIE
K E V I N L E A R N S T O OBEY
KIDNAPPED'
LITTLE BOAT TWICE O W N E D
LITTLE R E D H E N
L O U i S i S PRAYER
MISS BUMP
S A M M Y F I N D S A FRIEND
SNOWFLAKE
J I M S TEMPER
TWICE BLIND
W I S E LITTLE BIRD

H I G H L Y R E C O M M E N D E D BY P R O F E S S I O N A L S "
" I i j i n n i over e m p h d W t ! the value o l !'•••.'•
little booklets nut only Cut J classroom s e l l i n g ,
but also lor use in h o m e chatting t i m e t or
devotions
M R S J A N I D e S A E G H E R Ch.ldren s
Ministries Directoi u l Beymner Division
Thomas
Road BapliSt C h u r c h Lynchburg V e

1
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I am writing a personal letter to
many of my friends nationwide. I
am searching for one million persons who will fast and pray on Oct.
14 — begging God to save our
great nation — America. There is
Old Testament precedent for
fasting and prayer. There is New
Testament precedent for fasting
and prayer.
In Old Testament history, the
Jewish day began at 6 p.m. and
closed 24 hours later at 6 p.m.
Therefore, I am asking one million
persons to fast for the 24 hours

SEND $2.00 per book, plus. 85 postage end handling OR SAVE $8 35 and TAKE
ADVANTAGE of our SPECIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNT by. ordering a COMPLETE SET of 21
BOOKS for $46 00, including postage and handling.
Send check or money order to:

IjtfbMgJ

"EMERYS"

P. O. Box 2328, LYNCHBURG. VA 24502

Telephone 1 804-5094 (Evenings & Weekends)

beginning on Saturday, Oct. 13, at
6 p.m. and concluding at 6 p.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 14. That will mean
abstaining from breakfast and dinner on Sunday, Oct. 14.
See Day Of, Page 7 Col. 1

". . .Forgetting Those Things
Which Are Behind, And Reaching
Forth Unto Those Things Which
Are Before, I Press Toward The
Mark For The Prize Of The High
Calling Of God In Christ Jesus."
Phillppians 3:13-14

Dr. Jerry Falwell Teaches Bible Prophecy
It is mv personal belief that itl least one-half i>J nil Christians nli\c today
n ill never die. Many of us alive today, in my opinion will no up to meet the
Lord in the rupture."
What um the eleven red signs" of prophecy?

Course Includes:
• 6* hour

long cassette

tapes

• Beautiful loose-leaf notebook
pages of insights and charts
• Special workbook
with
on each section of this

How near is the end? What will happen on this earth when the church

containing
many
about
prophecy.

questions
course.

and

answers

disappears?
To help you discover the answers to these and other questions, I want to
send you my brand new exciting course called "Jerry Falwell Teaches Bible

Prophecv-"
lln Jerry

Falwell

When you order your Bible Prophecy Course;, please; enclose a
S!i5 gift made payable; to t i n ; Old-Time Gospel Hour. This gift.

besides covering du> cos) of the Prophecy Course* will help
advance ihe ministry of die; old-Time Gospel Hour.
simply nil in ihe Acceptance Form below and mail it hack In
mi; along with your check fur $QH. IVuu may use your favorite
credit card t o r this purpose;.)
I'UU "lav also call euir
y o u r Prophecy Course;.

toll free number I-HO(M4(WH:»7 IO order

I'll'll^l <)|Ulun

I .an tmcluklng i n , rlut-k fur $15
and Hill pledge M« .M.li immlli
lor llii-next ttmoiilhl.

Mil.sll'l I ll.ll'KC

II.ink \iiicrn ,ii(| \ isii
Xrrimnl \ n . UdltUgUkl

(Required If using credit card)

I \|)il.lli(ill II.lie
I n l t i HiinU \ . ,
IM.i.tli-r
I'luirttt'
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MAIL TO: Dr. Jerry Falwell Teaches Bible Prophecy • Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
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Day of
Fasting and
Prayer
Continued from Page 6
That will mean praying continuously as we walk, work, and
worship during that 24 hour
period. That is a very small
sacrifice for what we are asking
God to do for us. Will you be one
who will fast and pray with us?
I have written a book entitled
"Pasting and Prayer, America's
Only Hope." I am sending a copy
of this book to every person who
will pledge to fast and pray with me
on Oct. 14.
A new sex education course
that is to be mandatory for
elementary school students and
optional and the secondary level in
Dade County, Fla., has been
delayed at least until Spring. The
Board of Education reportedly has
not been able to meet the Pall
deadline for writing the material.
Religious groups have complained
that Judeo-Christian values are
being totally left out of the sex
education course and one attorney, Robert Brake of Citizens
Against Unacceptabel
Sex
Education
(CAUSE),
is
threatening court action if the
curriculum does not reflect such
values.

October 21

A Day of Jubilee
In Old Testament history,
every 50th year was a year of
jubilee. It was a year of release and
rejoicing. It was a year of reestablishing the old lines and
forgiving
all
indebtedness
tion. It was a time of praise and
thanksgiving.
I am preaching nationwide on
Oct. 21 on the subject, "The Day
of Jubilee." I am asking that we
make that a day of praise and worship to God. We need to thank
God in advance for saving our nation, the family in America and for
providing the leadership to take us
on to greater heights. We want to
make this a day of national
thanksgiving.
When you receive a personal
letter from me regarding these
matters, please read all six pages of
my letter carefully and prayerfully.
I am asking you to join me in a
prayer effort for the salvation of

If My People, Which Are
Called By My Name, Shall Humble
Themselves, And Pray, And Seek
My Face, And Turn From Their
Wicked Ways; Then Will I Hear
From Heaven, And Will Forgive
Their Sin, And Will Heal Their

this nation. Nothing is too hard for
the Lord.
During October, we are
designating Philippians 3:13,14 as
our text for memorization. We are
closing out the decade of the 70's
with genuine repentance. We are
opening the decade of the 80's with
a look of faith and expectation
from the Lord.
We are truly ashamed as a nation of what has happened to us
during the past 10 years. On Oct.
7, a day we have declared to be "a
day of repentance," we are asking
God's forgiveness for our national
sins. We are forgetting those things
which are behind. On Oct. 14, we
are calling for "a day of fasting and
prayer." I am asking one million
persons to fast from sundown on
Saturday, October 13, till sundown
on Sunday, Oct. 14. I am asking
one million persons to skip their

breakfast and lunch on Sunday. I
am asking them to pray with me for
revival in America and for restoration of the things that have made
this the greatest nation in human
history.
And Oct. 21, "the day of
jubilee," we are going to rejoice
and thank God nationally for the
decade that is ahead of us. The
decade of the 1980's must be a time
when the family is re-established as
God's basic unit on this earth. We

are begging God for a buildup of
our moral and military strength
during the 1980's. We are asking to
once more enable us to assume the
place of world leadership in the
things that count.
We are by faith asking God to
help us, on Liberty Mountain, to
train thousands of young men and
young women who will lead this
nation on to greater heights during
the 1980's and the years that
follow.

MEET CANDIDATE
A group of fundamentalist
ministers met privately with
Republican Presidential candidate
John Connally at his Texas ranch.
One of those attending the meeting
says Connally has decided to end
his opposition to a human life
Constitutional amendment and

that Biblical references were a
factor in his decision. Connally is
reported to have told the group
that if it can show him where the
Bible is against principles contained in the Equal Rights
Amendment, he will oppose it.

BIBLE COLLEGE TRAINING
RIGHT IN YOUR LIVING ROOM!

II Chronicles 7:14

A Lot of
Teenagers
Are Dying
ForA
Drink
Tell Me More

Yes.year
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in a company
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v
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THOUSANDS
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Have you prayed for years about receiving
Bible-College Training?
Your lessons are individually

Or becoming a better Sunday School
teacher? Or going deeper into the
Holy Scriptures?
Or even preparing for full-time
Christian service? At last! Here's the
opportunity you've been waiting for!
And you don t have to give up
your job. or move your family to a
distant city.
Now—you can study at home,
thanks to the most comprehensive
Bible Correspondence Course
available in America...
...especially designed for Christians who want to rightly divide the
Word of Truth'.
You will receive 300 hours of
actual classroom lectures on cassette tapes, plus dozens of color
charts, maps, graphs, visual aids
and thousands of pages of study
materials.

Dr. Jerry Falwell
Liberty Homo Bible Institute
Lynchburg, Va. 24514

Drinking
Name is a serious national problem. Now it's getting worse. Because a
lot Address
more teenagers
are drinking — a lot more teenagers are dying.
.
City
;
;
Stale
Zip
Keiuin this coupon to: Jim kenine. Dnecioi ol Marketing: Hielened Risk
Insurance. 1111 Ashworlh Road. Wesl Des Moines. Iowa &26.V
This may not he available in certain slates.

"/ would love
to have you
as one of our
students.
Enroll today."

"WeifuiifA^
INSURANCE
COMPANIES

Your course of study, created
by Dr. Harold Willmington,
graded and you work at your own
Dean of the Institute,
pace in this four semester course, includes:
studying all 66 books of the Bible
a. The Theological Method—an
in-depth—plus your choice of a
analytical study of 12 basic
broad range of electives.
Then, when you have completed doctrinal themes.
b. The Historical Method—a unique
the course, you will be awarded
system of studying the 12 main
a GENERAL BIBLE COURSE
chronological stages of the
diploma, and your name will be
Bible.
listed in the official educational
files of the Thomas Road Bible
c. The Seminar Method-practical
Institute.
"how to do it" lessons on church
Our world desperately needs
work, family life—and much more.
Bible-believing and Bible-trained d. The Elective Method—2 specialChristians
ized courses chosen by the
So send today—free and without
student.
obligation—for the exciting Information Kit. A Brand New Look at
For immediate action
the Grand Old Book: You II find all
call loll tree —day or night
your questions answered—includI 800 453 2400
ing news about a special interest(In Utah call - 800-662-2500)
free time payment plan

Jerry Falwell
Chancellor. Liberty Baolist Schools and
Founder ot the Old-Time Gospel Hour

i J3
^p fct

DYES, I'm interested! Please send
me the information kit, A Brand New Look
at the Grand Old Book: I am under no obligation
Name

Age

Address
City
State

C 91 LH

Zip
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THE FRACTURED FAMILY
By DR. ED HINDSON
Nearly 20 years ago. Christian
teenagers were singing a chorus:
"Decade of Destiny."
They rightly recognized that
the clawing of the decade of the

further from the truth.
Christian young people not
only failed to set the pace in the
60's, they were nearly absorbed by
the rock-and-drug culture of the
"hippies."

60's was destined to be one of the
most crucial in American history.
However, that chorus went on to
state that Christian youth would
"lead the way" in that approaching
decade. Nothing could have been

"1984" IS ALMOST HERE!
We have just come through the
"calm before the storm" as the
Seventies are closing. Again we
stand on the edge of a "Decade of
Destiny." George Orwell's 1984 is
almost a reality. If Christians do
not wake up, we again will be
caught unprepared by a wave of
unprecedented and shocking
change. Old moral values are fast
fading away. Respectable immorality has replaced the sloppy
life style of the "groupies." The
dressed-up disco look has made
sex and pop music more
"respectable." Already, on the
West Coast, so called Christian
discos are springing up.
Christianity will either lead
society or be led by society. There
is no neutral ground. Ethical
neutrality always leads to moral
breakdown. We are facing a
greater moral crisis than ever in
the decade ahead.
DECADE OF SHOCK
We cannot survive another
decade of religious and social
upheaval. Yet, all the signs point
to one ahead. Yesterday's druglaced "hippie" is today's 30-yearold adult. He is the father of
today's elementary children. As
the seeds of his ungodly past are
sown in his children, we can expect
another generation of chaos. By
1980, our national divorce rate will
be 40 percent; one million
abortions will be performed annually; hundreds of thousands of
illegitimate babies will be born;
and 75 percent of all teenage girls
will no longer be virgins.
Indeed, our moral foundations
are weak and our national instability can be readily traced to
our moral erosion.
THE VANISHING FAMILY

SOMETHING FOR CHRIST
Brings You

THE PRAYER TOASTER
A FUN CHILDREN'S MINISTRY

Here is a unique way to get excited about praying, enhance the Christian dinner
table, encourage originality and regular prayers of thanksgiving. Let each of the
children get involved by popping up their own prayer. There is one for each of
them, even if you have thirty children.
Here is one father's experience with the Prayer Toaster: "The first time my ZV%
year old son saw the Prayer Toaster he started popping up prayers and reading
them out loud with his mother. After he prayed about four times, with the food
getting cold, I had to ask him to save some prayers for the next meal so we could
eat. That kind of natural enthusiasm should be in every home."
ATTENTION: Pastor, Church Group, Club or Organization!
This is just one of the many fund-raising items available with no overhead.
Rush me

Prayer Toaster(s) at $4.95 ea. plus $1.00 postage and handling

Name
Address
Mail to: SOMETHING FOR CHRIST Dept. 1 c/o Tom Newton
505 S. 26th St.
Manitowok. Wisconsin 54220
• Fund Raising Information
o0 <
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ONE STOP FOR ALL
CASSETTE SUPPLIES ^ SAVE YOU MONEY

The BEST in High Speed Cassette Duplicators
W O LL E N S A K

Recorder
MM Mi*

27904 V

10 ll'S 'Duplicates 2 - 60 mm. c asseltcs m 2 mm )
Auto rewind end of program or end of tape - Duplt(atcs both c funnels simultaneously - A u t o erase Full year guarantee on parts and labor except
heads ("0 days on heads) • Patented bipenpheral
drive

C)upli<ates one cassette at same speed as 2770.
(juality Wollensak features w i t h rugged portability
• Weighs only 21 pounds • Solid state I.e.". logn IED indicators

WOLLfNSAK Rl( OKDIKS PI AV I KS
Bioiiiatt Quility Open Reel Kecorder/PUyer
Wolltniik
2520AV
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IJil $360.00
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2 track m o n o recorder for 5" and 7" reels. Shuttle
c lute h - Separate motors for play and high speed
tape dove - Operates in vertical or horizontal position ( l e c t i o dynamic braking - Instant pause w i t h
lock • A u t o end of tape shut-off • Portable w i t h
carrying case
IN(

rillllf

ECORDEX
list $459.00

The newest most economical little duplicator on the market
today - 15 IPS - A u t o stop • Manual rewind both c assettes O n l y 1 6 " x tV
x 7 " in size.

CHRISTIAN DUPLICATIONS INTtRNATIONAL supplies the full line of WOLltNSAK AV PRODUCTS
and KtCOKDEX DUPLICATORS. We also custom
load any length cassettes using only first quality
AMPEX, BASF or SCOTCH Tape.
ORDER F O R M

Please send me:

Wolltniik
bOJOAV

Make cassette MAS TIKS on this Irj track mono,
1 7 H IPS unit
input and o u t p u t |ac ks - 4 " x 8 "
elliptic al speaker
- VU meter - Auto rec ord
level control - Portable carrying case
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Wollennk
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D 2780AV

•

D 2520AV
Ship to:

D 6020AV

D Mini Max

Name

2790AV

___^___________________

Organization
Address
City

Signs of what lies ahead already
appeared in the later Seventies. As
of January 1977, there were more
television programs about
divorced families than married
families. Nearly every major
family-theme TV program openly
justified divorce, homosexuality
and adultery. Some sociologists
believe that the family unit as we
know it could disappear by the
year 2,000.
Increased divorce
and
remarriage has broken down
family loyalty, unity and communication. Many now hesitate to
attend a wedding or a funeral, for
fear that "they" will be there.
Insecure children are almost
always victims of divorce. They
must harden themselves to the
possibility of genuine love, for fear
they will be hurt again. Their
insulated lives make poor candidates for marriage. Many young
people have no desire to marry
whatever. In fact there are more
people living together unmarried
who are over 50 than there are
those who are under 20.
TIME FOR ANOTHER "Flood"?
Jesus warned (Matt. 24:32-39)
that the last days before His second
coming would be like the days of
Noah, when men "were eating and
drinking, marrying and giving in
marriage" with no regard to God at
all. The devastating judgment of
the flood wiped out the generation
of Noah's day because they had
destroyed the basic unit of all
society, the family! Ungodly
people ("daughters of men")
married Godly people ("sons of
God") and the end result was that
"wickedness filled the earth."
We have gone full-cycle since
the days of Noah.
Again, man is intoxicated with
a life style of pleasure-seeking,
eating, drinking and his casual
indifference to marriage is but a
symptom of his deeper moral
corruption.
Jesus predicted that the days
before His return would be like the
days of Noah and certainly they
are! We are again mired in the
quicksand of humanist relativism
and blatant rejection of God's
righteousness. The total collapse
of the family can mean only one
thing: impending judgment is just
ahead. The judgment of the "Great
Tribulation Period" will be far
more severe than the flood of
Noah's day.

ITS NOW OR NEVER FOR THE
FAMILY!
This is not the time to muse
about future possibilities. It is a
time for action to save our children
and preserve a heritage for the
next generation. The coming crisis
calls for the resolve of modern-day
Joshuas who will loudly proclaim:
"but as for me and my house, we
will serve the Lord" (Josh. 24:15).

_____^_^____^_^_^^__

. State

Zip

u

D Enclosed is check or money order
in amount of S
. Ship order PREPAID.

O Ship order COD and Add Freight.
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. . .Forgetting Those Things

Which Are Behind, And Reaching
Forth Unto Those Things Which
A n Before, I Frew Toward The
Mark For The Prix* Of The High
Calling Of God In Christ leans."
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WHAT IS THE HOPE FOR AMERICA?
By JERRY FALWELL
It is my sincere conviction that
America can be saved. But the
time is late. We must move
quickly.
What is the Biblical plan for
saving America? It is old as the
Word of God itself. Proverbs
14:34, "Righteousness exalteth a
nation: but sin is a reproach to any
people."
We must have a spiritual
awakening in America. There must
be a moral reformation in our land.
It must happen quickly. Why are
we going through such difficult
times? Why an energy crisis,
economic
recession,
uncontrollable inflation, military inferiority, etc., etc.? All because we
have displeased the Lord. We have
forsaken the Biblical principles
upon which this nation was found' I do not advocate that all the
founding fathers of the United
States of America were dedicated
Christians. I do advocate that the
men who founded America were,
for the main part, influenced by
the Biblical principles which are
necessary if God is to bless a
person, a family, or a nation.
The free enterprise system —
referred to derisively by many as
capitalism — has its roots in the
Book of Proverbs. Any student of
the Book of Proverbs will know
that the free enterprise system is
clearly outlined in this portion of
God's Word. On the other hand,
socialism and communism are
decried by both Old Testament
and New Testament writers. Jesus
made it clear that the work ethic
was a part of His plan for man.
Ownership of property is Biblical.
Competition in business is Biblical.
Ambitious and successful business
••••••••••••••••••a

management are clearly outlined
as a part of God's plan for His
people.
Freedom is God's desire for all
people. God is against dictatorship. God is against godless
Communism. God is against any
system of government that
destroys the dignity of human
beings. America is not a
democracy. America is a republic.
While theocracy is the ideal
form of government, we will not
enjoy this program of government
until the Lord returns in power and
in great glory and establishes the
Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ
upon this earth. Meanwhile, the

American form of government is
the best plan human beings have
ever put together. It dignifies
human life. It magnifies the importance of liberty and freedom
for all. It is based upon fairness
and equity.
America is great because God
promoted America to greatness.
America is not the greatest nation
on earth because we are smarter
than other people. America has
not been promoted to a pinnacle of
greatenss because we have more
financial resources than any other
nation. God has blessed America
because America has been good.
With all our problems and all of

gvelynChjgwgn
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a COMPLETE BIBLE
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ADD 12.00 PER ALBUM IN CANADA

100% SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR MONEY
REFUNDED
\A JUST CHECK BOXES
C U T A D A N D MAIL W I T H CHECK O R
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"0558
at $6.95
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A book club designed with you in mind.
Now you can join a book club which provides today's w o m e n with
(he latest and most significant Christian books at discounts up to
30%. You will save money o n those books you wanl to read and o w n
for yourself and, as a member, participate in the unique, free, Bonus
Book Plan.
Now you can read (he books everyone is talking a b o u t — t h e bestselling books by leading Christian authors which are relevant, important and pertinent to your life.

WE PAY SHIPPING IN U.S.

W
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TESTAMENT

Compter* OLD
TESTAMENT in 4
Albums

•

If My People, Which Are
Called By My Name, Shall Humble
Themselves, And Pray, And Seek
My Face, And Tom From Their
Wicked Ways; Then Will I Hear
From Heaven, And Will Forgive
Their Sin, And Will Heal Their
Land.
II Chronicles 7:14

K.J.V.
STAMENT
$25.95

12 CaMettti
in Album
The OLD

are restored spiritually.
I have spent the last two years
oh the Old-Time Gospel Hour
television and radio network
crying out against the sins and
spiritual cancers of this nation.
Yes, our land is in a mess. We
have gone into a nose-dive. We are
sinking fast. But there is hope!

Especialtyfor You...
todays Christian woman

YOUR CAN OWN
THE SPOKEN WORD
OF GOD!

D

the sins that now beset us on every
hand, America still is the greatest
nation on earth as far as Bible
morality is concerned.
It is because of our deviation
from that stand on Bible morality
that God has pushed the panic
button in America. God is attempting to bring us to our knees.
He wants to get our attention. I am
convinced that our economic woes
will be passed when we, as a
nation, get right with God and
come back to the faith of our
fathers. I am convinced that our
military strength and our position
of superiority in the family of
nations will be restored when we

0171
Pub. at $6.95
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Pub.

0219
at $12.95

01%
Pub. at $6.95

T h e C h r i s t i a n B o o k c l u b for t o d a y ' s w o m a n
Box 282 C h a p p a q u a , N e w York 10514

Pub.

0470
at $6.95

HS-JC-L9

Yes!
11 ii nil me as a new m e m b e r in I he Christian Book Club lor today's
w o m a n . Send m e the 4 books indicated by numbers below and bill me only 99(T
plus paikaging/maihng costs. I understand thai about every 4 weeks I will
receive new book announcements r e c o m m e n d e d by the Advisory Board. I n e e d
accept only 4 o l these recommendations in a year's time to complete my
membership and participate in I h * Bonus Book Plan

The Christian Book Club Advisory B o a r d ' , all noted evangelicals,
recommend books which will give you a Christian perspective to
contemporary women's concerns.

V

You can select any four of the best-selling books featured on this
page for just 99tf.

'The Christian Book Club lor today's woman Advisory Board: Shirley Boooe,
Dr. Henry Brandt, loni Eareckson. Madalene Harris, lanire Hearn. karen
Mains, Elva Mi Allaslri. Call Magruder. Dr. Kenneth L. Wilson.
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Rev. H. David Brown Accepts Pastorate In Uniontown
Rev. H. David Brown, controller for the Old-Time Gospel
Hour, has accepted the pastorate
of Calvary Baptist Church in
Uniontown, Pa.
Born in Rome, Ga. and raised
in Detroit, Mich., Rev. Brown has
been the OTGH controller for the
past two years. As controller, his
duties included being responsible
for all accounting and budgeting
information and other related
data. Approximately 25 people
work in the OTGH accounting
department under the leadership
of Dave Brown, handling over $40
million per year.
Mr. Brown graduated from
Wayne State University, Detroit,
Mich, with a B.S. degree in accounting in 1969 and from Midwestern Baptist College, Pontiac,
Mich, in 1977 with a bachelor's
degree in religious education.
As senior auditor, he worked
for Arthur Anderson & Co., a CPA
firm in Detroit from 1969-1973.
Rev. Brown was associate
pastor of a church in Southgate,
Mich., for four years prior to
working for the OTGH. He was
also administrator for the
Michigan Baptist Bible Fellowship

REV. II. DAVID BROWN
Youth Camp for four years and
vice president of Southern
Michigan Youth Fellowship in
Detroit for three years, holding
rallies for over 1,000 teenagers per
month.
Rev. Brown is looking forward
to resuming a pastoral role.
Uniontown, Pa. is 50 miles
southeast of Pittsburgh and has a
predominately
Catholic
background. The immediate city,
including the Central City, Northunion Township and Southunion

Township has a population approaching 50,000 people and
within a 20 mile radius of the city,
in a predominately rural setting, is
the home of another 40,000
residents. The area is severely
lacking a thriving fundamental
work and little has been done to
reach the area with the Gospel.
Brown and his wife, Beverly are
the parents of three children:
Angie, 4; Matthew, 2; and Rachel,
1 month.
j

RECORDING WILL HELP YOU TO

put Jesus First
in your neighborhiXHl!
t

.. when you join us in sharing God's word with others.
You can do this right in your own home, among
your friends, your colleagues, your
neighbors. These are people God has
uniquely plaeed in your life —people
I may never reaeh without your help,
because many of them don't watch
Christian TV or listen to gospel radio.
Once a week, I'll provide the Bible
study on tape. You simply push the
button on your player and listen along
with everybody else. "But, Jerry" you
might say. "I'm not a speaker. I can't
preach, lead a class, or pray in public."
You don't have to. All you do is invite
the people and I'll do the rest.

America's Weekly Bible Class
WHAT THE BIBLE TELLS US ABOUT THESE AND HUNDREDS OF
OTHER SUBJECTS WILL BE COVERED IN OUR WEEKLY CLASSES:
What it means lu be barn again

What the bible says about Heaven

U the Hal* til* true ward at God?

What Jesus leaches us about giving

What is meant by lb* rapture?

0.0 Angels really Hill?

Can Christians sin in God s dyes?

Should we believe in miracles?

Why does God allow evil to ni«t?

What happens to our souls when we die?

How to ovtrcomt temptation

Ai* all human being bom sinlul?

Oid Jesus claim to be God?

Can saved persons ever b* lost?
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God's People Hold The Destiny Of America
Is America truly "one nation
under God?" Can America be
saved from what seems to be
inevitable disaster? Why should
God be interested in saving
America? Why is America different from all other nations?
Recently, I read a book entitled
"The Light and the Glory"
published by Fleming Revell Co.
and written by Peter Marshall Jr.
and David Manuel. I recommend
that book to every Christian that
loves America. In fact, I
recommend that book to every
American—believing in Christ or
not believing in Christ.
There are many books covering
the subject matter found in "The
Light and the Glory." However the
authors have done a thorough job
compiling the information and the
evidence that this is "one nation
under God."
From the reprinting of the
words of Christopher Columbus
who clearly indicated God. led him
to America to establish a Christian
nation for the purpose of world
evangelization~to the words of our
pilgrim forefathers and the
patriarchs who designed the
Constitution, the Declaration of
Independence, the Bill of Rights
and all the documents that have
shaped this into the great republic
that it is—the evidence is clear—this
is a Christian nation.
During the bicentennial year,
1976, I travelled this nation from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and
from Canada to Mexico. With the
"I Love America Singers" from
Liberty Baptist College, Robbie
Hiner, Charles Hughes and a host

of others, we conducted "I Love
America" rallies in most of the
major cities of our nation. During
that time, I preached a sermon all
over this country entitled
"America Back To God."
It is my sincere conviction that
God raised up America as a free
Christian nation for one purpose
only—God wanted America, in
these last days, to be a citadel of
the faith. God wanted America to
be a base for world evangelization.
Christ died for all men in all
nations. During the population
explosion, God wanted America to
e the launching pad from which
the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
could be carried to every creature
in every land.
PROTECTOR

OF THE JEW

I believe America is important
to God because we are charged
with the responsibility of being
"The Protector of the Jews". If the
United States were to withdraw her
support of tiny Israel, one hundred
million Arabs, supported by the
Soviet Union, would drive her into
the Mediterranean Sea. We must
not withdraw our support of Israel.
God promised Abraham in
Genesis 12:3, "And I will bless
them that bless thee, and curse him
that curseth thee." If Adolph
Hitler could rise from the dead, he
would tell you that God cursed him
because he cursed the Jew.
The Jews are God's chosen
people. They are in spiritual
blindness today-but nevertheless,
they still remain the people of
God. And God gave the land of
Israel to the people of Israel.

• 4 Heat Exchang
• Tempered gl,
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Bi-metal thermostat
Firebrick lined

cAUNTSAZAH
She'll warm your heart, too.
She lets you watch her beautiful fire through
tempered glass windows set in her cast iron doors. And
Aunt Sarah's beauty is more than skin deep. Inside, she
has four heat exchangers built right into the fire box,
they add up to an additional 20,000 Btu's of heating
efficiency. She works. She lasts. She really warms your
family. And she's pretty to boot!
We make eleven Maxi Miser woodburning furnaces that
heat average sized homes, and very large homes; small
shops and big plants. We make Convert AFurnaces that
heat with wood or coal and in combo with oil or gas. All
thermostatically controlled.
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GaJesville, Wl 54630
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Genesis 15 clearly delineates the
boundaries of the land of Israel.
The homeland for the Jew, as
given them by God himself, is on
both sides of the Jordan.
Ultimately, the Jew will have, not
only the present land of Israel, but
a great deal more.
If America ceases protecting
and blessing the Jew, we can
expect the judgment of God upon
this nation. That is why it is very
frightening when Ambassador
Andrew Young recently met in
secret with the PLO. It is disturbing when our government 'jeeinx
to vacillate on the subject on the
matter of standing by God's people
and God's land.
Jesus calls believers "the salt of
the earth." Salt is a preservative. I
was raised in the country. As a
country boy, I know why salt is
placed on meat. It prevents
spoilage.
The saints of God have

prevented the spoilage of this
country. Regardless of whether
Madeline Murray O'Hair realizes it
or not, she and other infidels are
enjoying the highest standard of
living in human history because of
the millions of grains of salt
sprinkled all over this land.
There are more born again
believers in America, per capita,
than can be found in any other
nation on earth.
When God was preparing to
destroy Sodom and Gomorrah
because of their wickedness, and
particularly the sin of
homosexuality, Abraham was
crushed. Abraham remembered
that his nephew, Lot was living
there. He begged God to spare
Sodom and Gomorrah.
His proposition to the Lord
was, as was recorded in Genesis
18, that if 50 righteous people

could be found in all of Sodom and
Gomorrah, perhaps the Lord
would not destroy the place. God
agreed on that. Abraham then
bargained on the basis of 40
righteous people. Finally, he asked
God if he would spare Sodom and
Gomorrah for the sake of 10
righteous people. God agreed.
If God was willing to spare
Sodom and Gomorrah for the sake
of 10 grains of salt—how much
more interest has the Lord in
America where millions of
believers live!
". . .Forgetting Those Things
Which Are Behind, And Reaching
Forth Unto Those Things Which
Are Before, I Press Toward The
Mark For The Prize Of The High
CalUng Oi God In Christ Jesus."
Philippians 3:13-14

Color Film Developing
Israel has issued a new medal,
commemorating
Christian
pilgrim mage to the Holy Land.
One side of the medal depicts
Jerusalem at the center of three
continents. The reverse side has
the verse in Hebrew, "They all
gather and come to you," with
English and French translations.
Bronze and silver versions of the
medal are for sale.

18 Exposure $8.00
80 Exposure $3.00
We need your film and help FAST!
We do fine quality photofinishing and must have
your help to stay In business.

Please send your film postage free to:
y KEY PHOTO New Ulm, Minnesota 86073

Read what religious leaders and pastors say about
a new way to beat rising food prices—and protect
your family against a possible food shortage.
"The Bible tells us of many
famines and many plagues.
The story of Joseph reminds
us that, during the good
years, we must store up food
for bad times to come. Buying Long-Life Foods seems to
be a logical thing to do in
light of the way our nation
is headed."
Food prices are rising and
will continue to outpace most
families earning power
There is a real possibility of
a serious food shortage
caused by strikes, slowdowns, shortages, inflation,
and even unusual weather
conditions The only sensible
thing to do is to store up to a
a year's supply of food for
every member of your family.
You save money at least two
ways with Long-Life Foods.
First of all, you buy tomorrow s food (or food you can
eat 15 years or more from
now) at today s prices Second, because you buy dehydrated foods in family Food
Reserve Units, you get a
volume savings. And LongLife Foods will last a year or
more even after opened
Long-Life Foods are dehydrated then nitrogen-canned
to last 15 years or more and
still be as tasty and nearly as

nutritional as the day they
are packed. There are over
80 different fruits, vegetables,
meat substitutes, grains,
juices, milk and other products. All taste delicious.
You can buy a sample pack
containing six different LongLife Foods—carrots, potatoes, onions, margarine,
apple slices, and orange
drink—for only $24.95 and
see how easy they are to fix,
and how much you like them.
Order your sample pack today.
"The owners and management of Food Investment
Association are members of
Thomas Road Baptist church
and personal friends of
Dr. Jerry Falwell. They are
fine and capable Christians;
their company is sound and
well managed."

How to buy
You can enjoy Long-Life
Foods by the can or by the

Food Investment
Association
7701 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
(804)237-4551

case. Also very popular are
several complete "food programs, which are nutritionally balanced assortments of
food designed for an individual, a couple, or a whole
family. The economics of
Long-Life Foods are excellent
in these assortments, with
one unit feeding two people
for a year for only $1 33 per
person a day
"I have my own supply of
Long-Life Foods. I enjoy
them and have no reason to
doubt their nutritional value.''

Dealerships available
We have already established
80 dealers throughout the
U.S. There are opportunities
for more You could more
than pay for your own LongLife Food supply by helping
others buy the food they will
need Check the box below

-Fill out your coupon and mail today! • Send me a sample pack of Long-Life Foods
My check tor $24 95 is enclosed
(Use certihed check lot immediate (espouse i
I ) I am interested in learning more about
becoming a Long-Life Food dealer
I ) Please send me more information plus a
current price list and order form
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

TEL
ZIP
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OUTLINE
FAST FOR REVIVAL IN AMERICA

SERMON OUTLINE FOR PREACHERS
By IERRY FALWELL
(Since we have proclaimed Oct. 14 as a national day of fasting and
prayer for revival in America, I thought that many of our preacher
friends might want to preach on the subject of fasting and prayer.
Therefore, I am enclosing an outline of a message I recently preached
on the subject. Obviously, each pastor will make many changes in the
outline and develop his own sermon. I simply felt that this outline might
be a study help and a guide to my preacher friends.)

I. CRISIS AT THE END OF A DECADE
A. The 1970*s have been, in many ways, the worst decade in
American history. The eventual result could be the end of
liberty as we Americans have known it for 203 years.
B. Why is this the worst crisis? The crisis of the World War II
Hilter era (the 1940's) and the crisis of the Depression (the
' 1930's) brought our nation together and gave us national purpose. Our present crisis of anarchy is tearing us apart.
C. The 1970's produced a crisis of anarchy. This is situation
ethics. It is every man doing that which isrightin his own eyes.
Judges 17:6 described a similar time in Israel's history.
1. ERA ( Equal Rights Amendment) advocates women doing
their own thing — in spite of the teaching of God's word.
2. The homosexual revolution is sexual perverts doing their
own thing.
3. The International Year of the Child (the children's rights
movement) is children doing their own thing.
D. Anarchy is our present crisis. We do not have national
leadership because of the moral dilemma. Also, we do not
have national purpose because each man has become a law to
himself. The results of anarchy are humanism, atheism,
socialism and communism.
II. WHY SHOULD WE FAST AND PRAY FOR REVIVAL?
A. Some have mistakenly thought that it is wrong to talk openly
about fasting. Jesus commanded that we should not brag about
fasting. However, he also taught us to fast. He himself publicly
taught the importance of fasting. "Moreover, when ye fast, be
not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they disfigure
their faces, that they may appear unto men to fast. Verily I say
unto you, They have their reward" (Matthew 6:16)
B. In the book of Esther, we read of the possible annihilation of
the Jewish nation. God placed Esther in the right place at the
right time as the queen. Because of Mordecai, the man of
God, Esther was encouraged to approach the king for the
preservation of the Jewish people. Esther asked that a national
fast of three days be proclaimed (Esther 4:16). God saved the
nation.
C. Jehoshaphat called a national fast when threatened by Edom.
"And Jehoshaphat feared, and set himself to seek the Lord,
and proclaimed a fast throughout all Judah" (II Chronicles
20:3).
God saved the nation.
D. Ezra proclaimed a fast for the protection of God as he and his
people returned to the land. "Then I proclaimed a fast there,
at the river of Ahava, that we might afflict ourselves before
our God, to seek of him a right way for us, and for our little
ones, and for all our substance" (Ezra 8:21). Again, God
answered and saved the nation.
E. Joel called a national fast at the onset of a locust plague.
"Sanctify ye a fast, call a solemn assembly; gather the elders,
and all the inhabitants of the land, into the house of the Lord
your God, and cry unto the Lord" (Joel 1:14). We can even fast
and pray for the economic and material well being of our land.
The energy crisis can be approached in this way.
F. We are faced with a national crisis in America. Fasting and
praying as the people of God could well be God's way of
bringing revival to our land. We prove our sincerity and our
genuine burden to God by denying ourselves and devoting
additional time to prayer and the reading of God's word.
G.We want a national response to a fasting campaign. We are
asking one million persons to fast and pray from sundown on
Saturday. Oct. 13, to sundown on Sunday, Oct. 14, for revival
in America. We need the help of God's preachers everywhere
to mobilize their people to this end. We are asking each pastor
to write to me: Jerry Falwell, Lynchburg, Virginia 24514 —
and advise me of the head count of persons fasting and praying
in each church for revival in our country.
Ill.

THE CORRECT ATTITUDE ON FASTING
A. Fasting is not just doing without food. Dieting or missing a
meal because you are busy or overweight is not fasting. Fasting
must be a self-determined attitude of heart toward God. It
must include prayer, repentance and self-examination. There
must be a spiritual purpose for fasting. There must be a burden
on our heart for which we are asking God for miraculous
deliverance.
B. Fasting is mandatory. Nowhere in the Bible is fasting
required or commanded in the same way as Baptism and the
Lord's Table are commanded. Fasting is voluntary. It is a

spiritual means by which we get things from God.
C. Fasting is not self-destruction but self-denial. Some have done
foolish things like fasting 40 or SO days until their health was
damaged or they lost their lives. Christians should fast, under
the leadership of the Holy Spirit, for brief or extended times in
order to effect miraculous happenings.
D. Fasting is withholding that which is needful and delightful to
demonstrate to God the sincerity and the credibility of our
prayers. Sometimes we pray and God does not answer because
we are not sincere and consistent. We change our minds and
we fluctuate. We do not have faith. (James 4:2-3).
E. Only a few people have ever fasted for 40 days. And even then,
many conservative Bible scholars do not believe that this
fasting involved total abstinence. Most scholars believe that
those persons took some sustenance during the fast, but the
sincerity of their fast was their self-denial. "But I keep under
my body, and bring it unto subjection; lest that by any means,
when I have preached to others, I myself should be a
castaway" (I Corinthians 9:27).
F. Fasting is saying NO to your body so God can say YES to your
prayers.
IV. WORKMEN TOGETHER WITH GOD. (Practical Hints For
Fasting)
A. In our national day of fasting and prayer, we will follow the
Old Testament pattern. In the Old Testament, fasting was
from sundown to sundown. We will fast from sundown, Oct.
13 till sundown, Oct. 14. 'Then all the children of Israel and all
the people, went up, and came unto the house of God, and
wept, and sat there before the Lord, and fasted that day until,
even..." (Judges 20:26).
B. Refrain from eating solid foods, but drink liquids. "And when
he had fasted forty days and forty nights, he was afterward
hungered" (Matthew 4:2). Note that at the end of Jesus' fast,
He hungered. It does not say that He was thirsty. Most
scholars believe that He drank liquids during these forty days.
C. Read large sections of Scripture as you fast. This is God's way
of talking to you. I would suggest that everyone double their
daily Bible-reading during our national day of fasting and
prayer.
D. Select key verses to memorize. I would suggest that you
memorize a verse that becomes a prayer promise tied to
national repentance. Suggestion would be Proverbs 14:34, II
Chronicles 7:14, etc.
E. Repent of all known sins. Pray for national repentance. Pray
for specific leaders.
F. Give your food money to others. As I have researched the
history of fasting in the United States, I found that Americans
made a practice of giving the money that they saved on food
during their fast. Many of them gave that money to missions or
to some area of the Lord's work. The breakfast and lunch
money that we will save by fasting on Sunday, Oct. 14, could
amount to from $7 to S15 if we were eating in a restaurant.
This depends, of course, on each individual person and how
much they eat. Every person could receive a special blessing
from God by giving that food money to the Lord.

V.

CONCLUSION
A. The pilgrims fasted on board the Mayflower, the day before
they finally landed. Specifically, they were fasting and praying
for God to lead them to the right location for the establishment
for the first city in America.
B. History shows that different colonies and towns proclaimed a
collective fast when faced with a crisis — during the early days
of our nation.
C. "Decade of Liberty." "And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year,
and proclaim liberty throughout all the land unto all the
inhabitants thereof: it shall be a jubilee unto you; and ye shall
return every man unto his possession, and ye shall return every
man unto his family" (Leviticus 25:10). On Sunday, Oct. 21, I
am going to preach on 'The Year of Jubilee." Every fiftieth
year was a national jubilee after a time of national prayer,
fasting and worship. The result of obedience was jubilee.
During jubilee, they proclaimed liberty throughout the land.
We are fasting for liberty. Let us pray that the 1980's will be a
decade of liberty.
D. Hannah was a simple wife who wanted a son. She prayed and
fasted. 'Then said Elkanah her husband to her, Hannah, why
weepest thou? and why eatest thou not? and why is thy heart
grieved? am not I better to thee than ten sons?" (I Samuel 1:8).
The nation suffered the anarchy of the period of the judges.
Every man did that which was right in his own eyes (Judges
17:6). The spiritual life was fading. "And the word of the Lord
was precious in those days" (I Samuel 3:1). This means the
Bible was scarce. The nation needed leadership so God gave
them a son — Samuel — to be their leader. This happened
because one woman was burdened, she fasted and she prayed.
This is what can happen to our nation. We read nothing about
her husband fasting or praying. When Hannah was given a
boy, she sang a great song of rejoicing. (I Samuel 2:1-10). Her
husband did not fast. He did not pray. When God intervened,
he did not have a song of joy.
E. Those who fast for revival in America will enjoy the liberty
God gives when heaven answers.
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Please
Read
My Letter
By IERRY FALWELL
When you receive a personal
letter from me regarding these
three special days, these three
important days in October, please
read all six pages of my letter
carefully and prayerfully. I am
asking you to join me in a prayer
effort for the salvation of this
nation. God is able.
I would appreciate it if you
would read my letter twice. As you
read the letter, I want the burden
of my heart to become the burden
of your heart. This is my earnest
prayer. If America is worth saving,
the people of God must be His
instruments in accomplishing it.
During October, Phil. 3:13-14
will be our faith text. I want you to
memorize these two verses. Paul
said, "Brethren, I count not myself
to have apprehended: but this one
thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind, and reaching
forth unto those things which are
before, I press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God
in Christ Jesus." We are closing out
the decade of the 70's with genuine
repentance. We are facing and
entering the decade of the 80's with
a look of faith, true expectation
from the Lord.
We are truly ashamed of what
our nation has done in the past 10
years. The moral decay that has
corrupted this republic during the
1970's must be reversed.
Therefore—please join'me on
Oct. 7 for a National Day of
Repentance. Let us beg God to
forgive our nation for our sins. Let
us plead with the Lord to speak to
all our legislators, the members of
the judiciary, our preachers, our
teachers, the decision makers and
opinion shapers of this nation—that
we might turn around and walk
towards God as we face the
Decade of Destiny-the 1980's.
On Oct. 14, please join me in a
day of fasting and prayer. I have
put a fleece before the Lord .1 am
asking for one million persons to
fast from sundown on Saturday,
Oct. 13 to sundown, Sunday. Oct.
14.
And on Oct. 21, we are going to
rejoice and thank God on a special
"day of Jubilee".
The decade of the 1980's must
be a time when families reestablish
as God's basic unit in this nation.
We are begging God for a
build-up of our moral and military
strength in the 1980's.
We are asking that God will
once more enable us to assume the
place of world leadership.
We are a nation under God.
We are by faith asking God to help
us on Liberty Mountain during the
1980's to train thousands of young
men and women who will join as a
part of the national leadership
during the Decade of the 1980's.
If My People, Which Are
CaUed By My Name, Shall Humble
Themselves, And Pray, And Seek
My Face, And Turn From Their
Wicked Wayst Then Will I Hear
From Heaven, And Will Forgive
Their Sin, And Will Heal Their
11 Chroniclei 7t 14
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OTGH Prepared For 1980's Needs
By I AMES E. SOWARD JR.
I have observed the growth of
the Thomas Road Baptist Church
since my first visit to Lynchburg in
1960. It has been an honor to be involved in the ministry as a staff
member for almost nine years.
What I have seen is nothing short
of a miracle—a miracle of faith-inaction and a miracle of what God
can do through a man totally committed to God's Work. The man...Jerry Falwell.
The greatest period of growth
and expansion for Thomas Road
Baptist Church and its related
ministries has been during the
1970's. As a testimony of God's
enabling power, here are a few exciting facts.
• The Church itself has grown
from a membership of 35 in
1956 to 17,000 in 1979.
• The Sundayl School, started
in 1956, now numbers
approximately 10,000 in
attendance. High days of
19,000 and 35,000 have been
seen. Over 600 workers are
involved in the Sunday
School Ministry.
• The Old-Time Gospel Hour
Radio and T e l e v i s i o n
Ministry began shortly after
the church was organized in
1956 and now is recognized as
the largest network in
existence.
• Liberty Baptist Schools
originated with Lynchburg
Christian Academy in 1966
and now totals over 4,000
enrolled
in
Lynchburg
Christian Academy, Liberty
Baptist College, Liberty
Baptist Seminary and Liberty
Bible Institute. Another
8,940 are enrolled in the
Liberty Home Bible Institute.
• The buildings and grounds of
the Thomas Road Baptist
Church have grown from a 30

by 50 foot building purchased
for $18,500 in 1956 to an
annual budget in excess of
$50 million and several
thousand acres of ground.
• The missions outreach of the
church touches every major
continent.
Missionaries
supported by the church are
establishing churches in
many foreign countries.
Teams from the schools and the
SMITE Ministry go abroad on
special tours to aid missionaries
and nationals in guiding mission
stations and witnessing for Christ.
• AWAN A Clubs for children,
Grade K-5 through early
teens, offer Bible training and
physical activities as a way to
build Christian character in
those who are involved.
• A major printing and mailing
ministry that
produces
millions of pieces of printed
matter annually. Of major
importance are The Journal
Champion, Faith Aflame and
The Old-Time Gospel Hour
Pathways. These three major
publications reach into
thousands of homes and
multiplied thousands of lives
through the year.
• Other ministries with far
reaching effect are:
• A nationally known Youth
Ministry.
• A Deaf Ministry that
provides interpreters in
all church services at
TRBC and reaches many
deaf throughout the
nation through the
OTGH.
• A Conference Ministry
that
provides
help,
guidelines and motivation
for thousands of Christian
Worekrs.
• A Family Counseling
Ministry whose trained
staff is available for
consultation around the

". . .Forgetting Those Things
Which Are Behind, And Reaching
Forth Unto Those Things Which
Are Before, I Press Toward The
Mark For The Prize Of The High
Calling Of God In Christ Jesus."
Philippine 3:13-14

' clock. •
• Elim
H o m e ' for
Alcoholics, founded in
1959, offers a spiritual
oasis for men caught up in
the grasp of alcoholism.
• A nationally recognized
ministry with senior

citizens.
We could go on page after page
with comments and reports, but
time nor space is available. So
many great things have happened
during the 1970's that we can only
say "to God be the glory, great
things He has done." But what of

NEED HELP. . .
With Your Sunday School?
Let Us Help You:
• Build A Strong Adult Department
• Enlist And Train New Workers
• Plan Campaigns And Big Days
• Get More From Your Curriculum
Dollar
• Build A Balanced Ministry
Send $3.00 For Part One Of The
Practical, Exciting New Series On
Sunday School Growth
(Make Checks Payable To:)
PROOF CHURCH CONSULTANTS
Post Office Box 4102
Lynchburg, VA 24502
Jim Soward, Director

The Jerry Falwell Evangelistic Association
Presents Charles Hughes As Seen
On The Old-Time Gospel Hour7
Doing The Church Triumphant.
This dynamic young evangelist now has available a package of six
cassette tapes for the remarkable price of $20.00 including:
• Hell — The Price He Paid
• Who Is Jesus
• Six Things God Does Not Know • This Generation Can
Be Reached
• The Book of Ecclesiastes
• The Name of God

Church
Letterhead
for FREE
SAMPLES
Of beautiful
Full-Color
17 x 22 inch
"Christian
Attitudes
Poiuri." Send
to: Bible Poller*,
P.O. Box 126-J
Smyrna, Ttnn.

37167.

Send Your Check Or Money Order Of $20.00 Along With This
Coupon To Me, Charles Hughes. The Postage Is On Me.

Mall To: Charles Hughes Evangelistic Association
P.O. Box 4491 Lynchburg, VA 24502
Name _
Address
City
State _

the 1980's?
My personal feelings are that
God is just beginning to use the
TRBC and its ministries. The need
of America for spiritual leadership
is great. The door is open. We
must not look back-only forward.
There is much yet to do.

Jlp.
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REPENTANCE : NEEDED FOR THE NATION
Because America is facing the
Decade of Destiny — the 1980's —
in less than 90 days, I have been
compelled by the Lord to call the
believers of America to a special
time of repentance, fasting and
prayer.
October has been set aside as a
special month — dedicated to
mobilizing God's people in a unique effort to save America.
Sunday, Oct. 7, has been proclaimed a National Day of Repentance. I am asking millions of
believers across America to spend
this day repenting of our national
sins. The prophets of God in the
Old Testament repented in behalf
of the nation of Israel.
We need, on that special day,
to remind the Lord that we are
sorry for our national sins. The

cancers of homosexuality, unisexuality, abortion, pornography, and
our weakening position as the
God-appointed protector of Israel
are all sins for which we must ask
God's mercy and forgiveness. Let
us beg the Lord to forgive us. We
cannot expect unbelievers to join
us in this effort. The saints of God
are charged with this responsibility
of repenting on behalf of our nation.
• Why is America experiencing
an energy crisis?
• Why are we in a time of
economic recession?
• Why are we being plagued
with uncontrollable inflation?
• Why have we become
militarily inferior?
It is because we, as a Christian
nation, have gotten away from

Enrich
your
life
with ««
_
The Spoken Word

idolatry and materialism. God sold
them into slavery. They found
themselves in bondage to heathen
nations. Finally, they cried out to
God in genuine repentance and
begged for mercy.
When they repented, God sent
a deliverer, a judge. It is an amazing story of God's mercy and God's

God. God is whipping us nationally. We must repent as a nation.
I would recommend that every
believer read the book of Judges
during *he week of Oct. 7. The
book of Judges describes a time of
crisis and moral decadence in
Israel. Time and time again, the
people of God had gone off into

forgiveness when His people truly
repent. The key verse in Judges is
found in chapter 21 verse 25 "In
those days there was no king in
Israel: every man did that which
was right in his own eyes." This is a
simple definition of situational
ethics. This is where we find
ourselves today.

CHRISTIANS DECRY APPEASEMENT
One hundred people carrying
black umbrellas marched from the
White House to the U.S. Senate
Wednesday, Sept. 5, demonstrating opposition to the SALT II
treaty.
The umbrellas, a symbol of
appeasement since the days of
British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain, were imprinted with
Chamberlain's words, "I believe
that it is peace for our time."
William Billings, executive
director of the National Christian
Action Coalition which sponsored
the march, said, "We believe the
SALT U treaty is nothing more
than an attempt to appease the

Soviets. And we remember where
Chamberlain's policy of appeasement with regard to Hitler
led Britain.. .to war."
"SALT II will not end the arms
race," Billings said. It will simply
give the Soviets more time to
continue preparing for war while
restricting the United States from
doing what the Constitution
requires it to do — provide for the
common defense."
"We had people participating
in the march from 47 states — all
except Nebraska, Iowa, and
Nevada," said Billings. "An
Eskimo Indian presented the
umbrella to Senators Gravel and

Stevens of Alaska."
The National Christian Action
Coalition is a nationwide Coalition
of ministers, Christian school
administrators, teachers and
Christian
businessmen.
If My People, Which Are
Called By My Name, Shall Humble
Themselves, And Pray, And Seek
My Face, And Torn From Their
Wicked Ways; Then Will I Hear
From Heaven, And Will Forgive
Their Sin, And Will Heal Their
Land.
II Chronicles 7:14
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Goal: World Evangelization
The ultimate goal of the Gospel
is world evangelization. Jesus died
for the whole world. He did not die
for Americans alone. God is no
respecter of persons.
America alone has the

Foundations For
Learning:
The Schools
By C. CHRISTOPHER ROSS
With the phenomenal growth
of private Christian schools in
America during the past few years,
Christians are faced with the
responsibility of providing quality
institutions of higher learning for
the nation's young people.
There is no doubt that the
college and university system was
started in the United States by
churches. Just remember the
foundations of Harvard University,
Brown, Yale and Princeton during
the early days of the colonies and
compare their Bible-teaching
relation to the modern day.
Certainly, these outstanding
secular institutions have become
liberal schools of learning that no
longer are guided by the founding
principles of Christian education.
Today, Liberty Baptist College
and Schools is one of the foremost
Christian liberal arts institution in
the nation. It is also the fastest
growing college in America as it
enters its ninth school term.
Chancellor Jerry Falwell
believes that Christian young
people deserve and can demand
the best in education as God wants
the best-trained, the best-educated
and the most dedicated young men
and women in his service.
"Liberty Baptist College and
Schools is today providing
academic excellence in all areas,"
the chancellor said. "We must
produce first class citizens in all
phases of daily life and that is the
reason we want to serve the Lord
with the best facilities, the most
qualified teachers and the zeal
necessary to turn the world around
for Christ."
Liberty Baptist College has
been action-oriented. It will
continue to be a fast-paced
institution of higher learning where
the goals of academic excellence
in an atmosphere of Christian
leadership and devotion is
prevalent.
". . .Forgetting Those Things
Which Are Behind, And Reaching
Forth Unto Those Things Which
Are Before, I Press Toward The
Mark For The Prize Of The High
Calling Of God In Chris! Jesus."
PhllippUns 3:13-14

dedicated Christian young people,
the churches, the Christian
schools, the Bibles, the media, the
printing presses and the financial
resources to evangelize the world
in this generation of 4.5 billion
souls.
God is not impressed with
buildings, budgets and programs.
God is impressed with people.
"For God so loved this world (of
people) that he gave. . .". "God is
not willing that any (of these
people) should perish..." Yes, God
loves people. And, as America and
the church within America
becomes vitally interested in
carrying out the Great Commission
of world evangelization, we may be
sure that God will be interested in
preserving America.
Yes, America is unique in the
family of nations. No other nation
was established as "one nation
under God" like America. No
other nation has been so blessed of
God. No other nation has done so
much in 200 years to give the
Gospel to the world as America
has.
Many Bible scholars and

preachers, and I am one of them,
believe this to be the terminal
generation. We are expecting the
Lord's return within this
generation. Since there are more
people living on the earth than
have ever lived here before~we
have a mammoth responsibility of
getting the Gospel out to
everyone. In order to do this, we
must be a free nation. We cannot
be enslaved by Communism. We
must have the liberty of continuing
the free enterprise system. The
financial resources of this land are
necessary
for
world
evangelization.
In other words—America must
stay intact as a free Republic. We
must not lose our freedom. We
must be about the Master's
business. We must plant churches
and strengthen the churches that
are already in existence. We must
build
Christian
schools
everywhere. America can be saved
under God. The people of the Lord
must be instrumental in carrying
out this plan.
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and offering excellent
career opportunities
to Christian men in
the following states.

NY, PA, NJ, OH, IL, IN, Ml, Wl,
KY, TN, VA, SC, NC, FL, CA

If you're a born again Christian and you would
like to represent a progressive, Christian Fraternal
Life Insurance Society, we'd like to hear from you.
We offer excellent income, fringe benefits and
you will be working exclusively with Christian
people.
Agent, Agency, and State Management
positions are available. Insurance or sales experience is not necessary, as we will train.
If you're interested and would like more details,
please write t o :

BAPTIST LIFE ASSOCIATION
8555 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, N.Y. 14221
HONORING GOD WHILE SERVING MANKIND" SINCE 1883
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Polymer glass' sealant
Revolutionizes car-finish protection and keeps your car
showroom bright for years — You'll never have to wax again!
Available only as a service by new
car dealers for $100 to $200. Now
do it yourself in less than an hour
for only $29,951
The original GloSeal with Polyalass' [OHeted
by direct order only, not available in any store
16 oz bottle, enough tor 3 average size cars )
Professionally recommended for: • ' .1
• TYucksBBusesBBodtsBSurfboaids • Air
planes • All metats • Appliances • Fiberglass
surfaces • Skateboards • Motorcycles & Br
cycles • -) wheel & Off road vehicles • MV .
& Vans • Industrial uses
The elements vs. your once beautiful car...
You've probably experienced it Your trea
sured, shiny new automobile gradually lades
and dulls. Oxidation sets in and the once bnl
liant, glossy finish turns chalky and washed
out. Even hours of waxing and buffing can't
recapture that new car look Until this new
chemical science discovery
Never wax your car again..^GloSeal* is not
anything like a simple wax or polish It is
actually a miracle polymer glass formulation
serving as a powerful sealant and a beautiful
exterior finish When applied to your car s
finish and chrome its exclusive Electromolecular Action literally fuses it to the surface,
locking in a brilliant shine for years GloSeal*
with PolyGlass actually changes the molecular
structure of your car's finish It penetrates
through the old wax and binds itself with the
surface
Only GtoSeel* with Polyglots is Impenetrable,
non-porous and virtually nnpeiviuus to darn
aging an pollutants, car wash detergents, salt
air and water, hot burning sun, cold winter
winds, grease, wax, acids contained in eggs
and shaving cream, ultraviolet rays and even
fire damage It also provides a brilliant, rich
shine to your car's finish, keeping up the
appearance and the value ot your expensive
investment
Prevents oxidation from starting on new
cars and actually removes it from used
models! GloSeal' is literally a Glass Shield
that becomes part ot your caj's brush Your
new car's paint is simply not allowed tu

oxidize tor up to 3 Years' Then GloSeal* it other solvents. Then, to the observers' astonagain for years more of protection On used ishment, all of these are wiped off the hood
cars, GloSeal* wilt actually remove the oxida with a mere cloth Nothing, not even dirt and
tion, add gloss, and stop further oxidation for dust can adhere to the surface!
1 year before you need to re apply Itissimilar
to covering your car with an impenetrable No rubbing, >»w>rgoes
. or on
butting
equipment
easily and
quickly
wipe itGloSeal*
on, let dry. and then wipe it off It
coat of polyurethane
needed...
takes only a few minutes - less than an hour
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Y
Important:
Between washes just wipe your car with a
Many other "polymer" car care products
damp cloth to reactivate its brilliant dirt and
are ordinary silicone-based formulations.
dust repelling shine
similar to a synthetic wax, as evidenced
The Incredible GloSeal* Brilliance Guarby their wax-like (eel GloSeal' with Poly
antee
If after using it, you are not pleased
glass is an entirely different product It is
for any reason, return the unused portion
far more advanced, glass like, slicker, prowithin 2 weeks of receipt for a prompt refund
vidmg'a better, "electromolecular" adheof the entire purchase price Further, if you
sion The result is a richer, deeper gloss
apply and maintain according to the instruc
than you have ever seen before, plus
tions and GloSeal* does not protect your new
months of extra "Glass enclosed" protection'
car for 3 years or your used car (90 days old or
more) for 1 year, we'll return your small inEnamel spray paint can't even get through vestment on a prorated basis (Note GloSeal*
the clear glass shield... When this new pro- is 100% sate to use
it can be removed with
fesstonalautomotive product is demonstrated mineral spirits)
to car dealers, the "spray paint test'' is used
GloSeal* is applied to a car's hood following Order today use your credit card 24 hours a
the instructions Then enamel paint is sprayed day CALL TOLL FREE: 1 800 621 5809 Or
directly on it. along with Magic Maiker and send coupon
Promptly ship thf following older II DO) \0V\ wtished 1 CAT] leturn the uttuwd
portion within .' weeksfOl d q,UU k lefund ot purchase p u c e (less shipping cost)
Ch«ck On*
M P U l ifaip I b o n i s " $. H )'j'jdnd $,'00 shtpprny 4 handling

Save $i> uo p#i bottle L>" multiple buitie purchases

I ) PGM ihip
hollies u $.J4 9Sea imi»<>00»hippmg&haiuiiiiiy *4
I 1 Chevk 01 Money Older •OClosed
Charge my 1 tedil 1 lid pvj&bei below
l l BaiikAnieiu'diit Viw i I Mdwiei Charge ImteihiAl No
)
Ciedii Card N..

Exp Date

Cuy/Slate ill 1

GloSeal* with
Polyglass.
Already on
thousands ot
vehicles
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The Fleece Is Out

By IERRY FALWELL

"In this issue of the Journal
Champion, we have attempted to
present fairly "The State of the Union"
as we see it. America is quite sick. We
are in a tailspin. We are falling fast.
We have also attempted to state
clearly that we are optimistic about the
future of America. America is important to God. We are the Godordained protector of the Jews. We
have more saints per capita in America
than any other nation on earth. That
makes us important to the Lord.
America is the last logical launching
pad for world evangelization. That
makes America very important to
God's plan for world evangelization.
Now, I would like to share my heart
with all my friends everywhere
regarding the part that I am to play in
calling this nation back to God. I
believe the Lord has given me a Divine
calling to awaken this republic to her
national sin and to call this nation to a
real moral reformation. I further
believe that God wants to use me to
awaken the people of God in this
country to their responsibility in turning America around. I am willing to
pay the price to accomplish this purpose.
When God led me to establish the
Thomas Road Baptist Church in June
1956, with 35 charter adult members, I
little realized the eventual international
impact of this ministry. Twenty-three
years have passed. The Old-Time
Gospel Hour television and radio
ministry is now the largest of its kind in
America. The Liberty Baptist Schools
now have more than 4,000 students and
are training young champions who can
turn this nation around. .
The local church here in Lynchburg
has become one of the largest churches
in the world with an equivalent of onefourth of the city's population
belonging to this local assembly. The
Elim Home for Alcoholics, the
children's ministry, the youth ministry
and our world-wide missions outreach
have become enormous. We are aware
that God is responsible for all this. We
are simply His instruments. We are
thankful that God could use us in this
respect. We are glad that He is continuing to use us.
The 1970's have been a very important time in the formation of this
world-wide ministry. Another article in
this issue of Journal Champion written
by Rev. James Soward tells of the
major occurrences for this ministry for
the 1970's. Please read that article
carefully. Now, we are less than 90 days
from the decade of destiny-the 1980's. I
have stated in another story in this
newspaper that America is facing the
most critical times in our history. The
burden is heavily upon us. We must
move now.

I Have Prayed Much
I have earnestly sought the face of
God as to what He wants me to do in
calling this nation back to God during
the "Decade of Destiny." The financial
cost of our ministry has grown from a
budget of 91 million in 1970 to a present
budget of $56 million in 1979. If we
maintain all our ministries intact, our

first budget in our Decade of Destiny,
1980-1981, will be approximately $75
million. It is hard to believe that our
God has provided so wonderfully and
so rapidly. Our vision is growing as the
blessings of God continue.
During the 1970's, more important
than the financial story, hundreds of
thousands have been led to a saving
knowledge of Jesus Christ through our
ministries. Someone has estimated that
more than one million persons have
come to know Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior during the past ten years
because of these ministries in Lynchburg. This is something for which we
give praise to God.
But during the 1980's we must make
every movement count. The spiraling
costs of television and radio have made
this our most expensive ministry. At the
same time, it is our most effective
outreach to the nation and world. If we
are to continue the television and radio
ministry of Old-Time Gospel Hour in
the 1980's, God must move
miraculously and do for us some things
that have never been done before.
I am definitely convinced that the
Liberty Baptist Schools must continue.
We must move on to a 50,000
enrollment in this century. This is the
only hope for saving America and
evangelizing the world. We must train
the soldiers who must do it.

Can We
Television?

Continue

The question is, Can we financially
afford to develop the Liberty Baptist
Schools, erect the buildings and train
the young people while at the same
time continue under the tremendous
financial burden of maintaining the
television and radio outreach? I have
been under severe pressure the past ten
years. I have not minded this. I have
been willing to work day and night to
keep all our programs on the air. Every
time I hear of a precious soul coming to
know Jesus Christ, I rejoice that I have
been privileged to work and raise the
funds to put that program out into the
homes. However, I am not as young as I
once was. At age 46,1 find it difficult to
go day and night as I have in the past.
My wife and three children need me as
never before. We now have three
teenagers in our home. Jerry Jr. is 17,
Jeannie will be 15 next month on Nov..
7, Jonathan just turned 13. They do not
need an absentee father. I must not
forsake them at this important time in
their lives.
I am also needed in Lynchburg
more than ever in the past because of
the enlargement of the schools and the
local church.
So here's what I am facing. We will
eliminate the Old-Time Gospel Hour
Television and Radio ministry from the
air in January 1980, unless God
definitely shows me that He wants us to
continue in this media. If God does not
want us to continue the Old-Time
Gospel Hour Television and Radio
Ministry, I do not want to continue.
If God does not want me to continue the television and radio ministry,
He evidently has another plan and a
better plan for reaching more people
than we are now reaching. However, I
cannot honestly think of what that

means would be. I do not know, at this
point, how we could reach more people
than we are reaching now with
television and radio.
My only desire is to be sure that I
am pleasing the Lord. If God clearly
shows me that He wants the Old-Time
Gospel Hour Television and Radio
ministry to continue, as well as the
development of the Liberty Baptist

schools, I am willing to trust him for the
strength necessary to move into the
Decade of Destiny under the burden of
both ministries.
I am willing to work day and night,
trusting Him for supernatural strength,
in order to raise the funds to build the
schools and maintain the Old-Time
Gospel Hour. I know He will give me
the strength if He wants me to do it.

What Is That Fleece ?
When you receive my personal
letter, if you have not already received
it, please read carefully and prayerfully
every word I have written. In that
personal letter, I share with you the
fact that I have placed a fleece before
the Lord.
After the biblical example of
Gideon in Judges 6:36-37, I have put a
fleece before the Lord regarding
whether we should continue the
television and radio during the 1980's.
Judges 6:37-38, "And Gideon said
unto God, If thou wilt save Israel by
mine hand, as thou hast said. Behold I
will put a fleece of wool on the floor." I
am sure you are acquainted with this
Old Testament event.
My fleece is two-fold. I am asking
God to show me, beyond a shadow of a
doubt, that He wants the television and
radio ministry to continue as well as the
enlargement of the Liberty Baptist
Schools.
That two-fold fleece is this:
(1) I am asking God to give me one
million persons who will fast and pray
with me on Oct. 14 for revival in
America. I am asking these one million
persons, in writing, to agree to fast
from sundown on Saturday, Oct. 13,
until sundown Sunday, Oct. 14.
(2) I am asking God to give me $6.5
million during the month of October.
This $6.5 million would enable us to
finish the buildings which are already
under construction on Liberty
Mountain. We could pay off the $2.5
million loaned us by two board
members. This loan enables us to finish
the buildings which were occupied by
students one month ago, and this $6.5
million would enable us to move into
the 1980's with our financial house in
order and truly established to turn
America around during the Decade of
Destiny.

Have You Written Me?
If you have received your letter,
what have you done about it? If you
have not received it yet, you will in the
next several days. When you receive
that letter, please write me immediately, pledging to fast and pray on
the national day of fasting and prayer,
Oct. 14. We're praying for God to send
revival to America.
Please indicate the number of
persons in your home who are fasting
and praying with you. I must enlist one
million persons. God has definitely
burdened me to make this a part of the
fleece that I will put before the Lord. If
one million persons do not commit to
this fasting and prayer experience, I
will assume that God wants us to

eliminate the television and radio
ministry. I will then seek His will for the
direction He wants us to go in bringing
revival to America. I am committed to
that goal.

The $6.5
Necessary

Million

Is

If the $6.5 million is mailed to this
ministry on or before Oct. 31, and one
million persons have in fact committed
to fast and pray for America on Oct. 14,
I will have the assurance I need that
God wants us to continue the television
and radio ministry while, at the same
time, moving ahead with our
development on Liberty Mountain.

Do You Want Us to
Continue the Television?
I will be awaiting your letter every
day. I want to know how you feel about
this. I am fasting and praying. I am
looking to God for a miracle. I want to
see America saved. If you feel the same
way, please write to me, Jerry Falwell,
Lynchburg, Virginia 24514.
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